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iNTRODUCTION
The ECSC programme of research and deveLopment on iron and steeL for 1982
presented in th'is memorandum consists of projects that have been seLected
from a totaL of 200 proposaLs that were submitted to the Comm'ission of the
European Communities requesting aid under ArticLe 55r 2(c) of the ECSC
Treaty. After detaiLed examination of the requests by the services of the
Commission in coLLaboration with the Iron and SteeL TechnicaL Research
Comm'itteer 81 proposaLs have been seLected as first priority and incIuded
in this programme.
In an effort to concentrate the ECSC resources on those projects that
correspond most cLoseLy to the criteria gut Lined in the medium-term
orientation for steeL research (1981-85)-'priority has been given to proposats
having the foL Lowing overal L objectives:
- to.i mprove industrial competitiveness by reduc'i ng product'i on costs and
improving the product and
- to promote steeL as an engineering and structuraL materiaL through studjes
of the service properties and uti Lisation of steeL.
The technicaL scope of the proposed programme covers various aspects of
process-oriented and product-oriented research and the leveL of funding for
the different fieLds is as foLLows:
ironmaking 919 %; steeLmaking 21,2 %; roLLing miLLs and mechanicaL working
18rZ %; measurements and anaLys'is 15r8 %; properties and service performance
29'5 y" plant availabi Lity t+16 % and misceLLeneous Ar8 '/"
The achievement of economic benefits through the reduction of operating
costs, enhancing productivity and energy sav'ing are major objectives of the
proposats in the production and process'ing parts of the programme.
The research in bLast furnaces, for exampLe, is directed at improv'ing and
re''^ing pnesent controL procedure to ra'i se productiv'i ty and Lovler f ueL
requ.i rements. In the casting and solidificat'i on of steeL, aLL s'i x projects
concentrate on further deveLopment of the continuous casting process w'ith
its attendant h'igher metaL yieLd (greater than 10 %) and energy sav'ings in
comparison with conventionaL'ingot casting. The objectives of this work
are to'improve product quaLity, broaden the appLicabiLity of the process
* 0fficial JournaL C99s vol. 24, 2 May 1981t
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and obtain further energy economy based on greater continu'ity between the
steeLworks, casting machine and hot roLLing miLL. Progress in th'is area is
particuLarLy important for the Cornmunityrs industry since some 40 % of steeL
production is noh, continuousLy cast and this wiLL increase considerabLy in
the future.
0ther projects on production incLude future studies of change preheating
in eLectric furnace steeLmaking using waste gases, the dinect uti Lisation
of unfired refractories and the deveLopment of heat exchanges for roLLed
products aLL of which are concerned with energy saving.
In roLLing miLL technoLogy, research aimed at reducing both investment and
operating costs is proposed by deveLoping a rolLing and continuous
anneaL'ing Line in which strip pickLing is eLiminated. ALso there are
projects deaIing with the improvement in the quaLity and mechanicaL
propert i es 'of m'i L L product s .
A major paft of the research on measurements and anaLys'is deLas with
quaLity assessment and inspection as weLL as the demand for higher quaLity
standards particutarty with regard to the shape and surface finish of long
and fLat products. ALso, to achieve better" controL of production operations
funther work wiLL be undertaken to improve the accuracy' speed and
reLiabiLity of chemicaL anaLyticaL methods.
Research and deveLopment in the fieLd of service properties and utiLisation
has the important task of promoting steel in the user sector and creating
new market opportunities. As a consequence of the wide variety and diversity
of steeL products the projects in this sector of the programme cover a range
of subjects from the weLdabiLity and formabiLity of steeLs to alLoy and
spec'i aL steeLs. The concern for energy'i s again evident in the projects on
the fracture behaviour of gas transmission pipeLines and the study of high
temperature steeLs used in power generat'ion pLant. Also studies are proposed
on non-oriented eLectrotechnjcal steeL strip for eLectricaL engineering
aooIications.
FinaLLy, in the f ieLd of pLant avaiLabi L'ity attent'ion is drawn to the high
utiLisation of continuous casting pLant and the heavy demands pLaced on
engineering reLiabi L'ity. As a consequence maintenance has become an item
of ma joli mportance in pLant operat'i on and research wi Lt bb undertaken to
reduce'i ts s'i gn'i ficant cost.
The financiaL aid for the 81 research proposaLs beLow amount a totaL of
18.750.000 ECU. To this is added 250.000 ECU for anciLLany costs and
dissemination of informat'i on, g'i ving a totaL financiaL commitment of
19.000.000 Ecu.
Ii. THE RESEARCH PROJECTS
II.1. ORE REDUCTION
I
e
The three projects have
- increased reducibiLity
when hot (P1103)
!1.1.1-lrn!cr
t he fo L Low'ing a i ms :
of high-grade ore
i
sinter with Low degradabi L'ity
|}
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examination of factors affecting the formation of the
a view to optim'iz'ing the sintering process (P1116)
use of coaL/water sLurries for fi ring in the ignition
plant . Where f Ly ash i s not a problem, '-as and oi L wi L
by coaL/water sLurry in the entire pLant. 
'
cohesive zone with
hood of a sintering
L tater be repLaced
P 1103: Hiqh reducibi Litv of sinter with Low degradabi t it
Research wi L L be carried out on 'improv'ing the reducibi L
and reducing its degradation. The foLtowing parameters
- amount ofsoLid fuel in the mixture
- he'ight of bed and density of the sinter mixture
- ignition con6itions (duration, temperature, quantity
The resuLts wi LL be assessed in reIation to:
- sinter quality (reducibitity' coLd and hot strength)
- product'ivi ty
- Energy-saving
Tests w'ilt be run first of aLL on a p'iLot ptant (40 cm x 40 cm) at the CSM
and then on an industrial pLant with a downdraft area of 400 m- at
ItaLsider in Taranto.
AppLi cant : ItaLsider-Genova
Budget: 588.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1116: Factors determini the cohesive zone in qrate sinteri of hiqh-
grade ores
A fLuid phase, originating from the fines, is formed during sintering and
takes the iron oxides into so[ution. The effects of this fLuid phase on
sinter ooeration wiLL be examined. ALthough a high content of fines promotes
the formation of the fLuid phase,'it has a negative effect on permeabiLity.
Attempts w'iLL be made to restrict the width of the cohesive zone and to
bring it into a temperature range where rap'id dissotution of the iron oxide
can be expected.
The tests w.iLL be carried out in the sintering pan on high-grade ores with
high and Low phosphorus contents. The foLLow'ing parameters wilL be varied:
- particLe s'izing and type of fLuxing agents
- additions determining the micropeLLetization of the fines.
AppLicant: CRM - Lidge
Budget: 401 .000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1265: Flames of coaL/water sLurrY
The ignition hood of a sintering pIant witI be converted for fjring w'ith
coaL/water sLurny (ratio 70:30). Two probLem areas witL be studied:
'itv
wiL
of the sinter
L be examined:
of heat) .
t
I
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- the combustion characteristics of the sLurring (fLame Length, shape and
intensity, type of coaL, ignition stabi Lity, burner operation, waste gas a
composition)
- the handLing of the coaL/water sLurry (dry grinding, wet grind'ing,
stabi Lity during pumping, distribution and controL).
Studies on the transport properlies of the sLurry wiLL determine whether a
centraL grinding pLant shouLd be bui lt for the entire steeLworks.
AopLi cant: EsteL Hoogovens - Ymuiden
Budget: 322.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
Projects P 1101
controL. In the
'i n the contnoL
in the metaL.
In P 1115 coaL
be studies on a
! !.. 1.2" 
-B- !c 9.! - I g rna g c
and P 1137 are des'i gned to 'i mprove and refine bLast furnace
first project the descent of the charge wiLL be incLuded
modeL and in the second the controL of the s'ilicon content
combustion with superheated bLast in a pLasma medium wi LL
pi Lot pLant.
The finaL project P 1231 is designed to study a netlr method of measuring
the rates of descent of coke and ore by means of eLectricaL conductivities.
P 1101: CorneLation bett^reen Prof
A bLast furnace controL modeL wiLL be deveLoped which takes into account the
holizontaL profiLe of the burden and the radiaL gas distribution. To this
end, a probe attached to the side of the bLast furnace in the radiaL direction
w'iLL be used to determine the temperature in the bLast furnece, the gas
composition and the gas throughput. Temperature and materiaL distribution
wiLL be determ'ined for different charging programmes. The correLation
between a specific charging programme and distribution of the burden over
time wiLL then be,:stabIishecl. FinaLLy, charging cond'it'ions wiLL be estabLished
which guarantee a good, uniform fLow through the burden and hence minimum
energy consumption.
AppLicant: ItaLsider - Genova
Budget z 656.500 ECU
Duration: 2 1/2 Years
P 1137: Model to red.ict the siLicon content in the metaL in the [!est funnqre.
Studies wi L L be carried out in three phases:
- DeveLopment of a mathematicaI modeL to describe the siLicon exchange between
metaL, sLag and gas phase (Si0). The modeL wiLL take account of the counter-
fLor,r cond'i tions in the blast furnace.
- ExperimentaL physicaL and chemicaL studies of siLicon transport in the
bLast furnace. The thermodynamic and kinetic data wiLL be determined'in
meLting experiments in the Laboratory (induction and resistance furnaces).
- Incorporation of the modeL into an existing controL modeL for the bLast
furna ce.
i
]
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This w'iLL be compLeted by an economic anatysis, which wiLL also include the
subsequent conversion of the piS iron into steeL.
AppLi cant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
Budget: 492.000 ECU
Durat ion: 4 years
P 1115: CoaL corbustion 
"ith superhs
The k'inetics of coaL combustion wiLL be studied. This inctudes the
foI Lwing parameters:
- particLe sizlng, type of coaL
- btast temperature (up to 2000 o C) and
- oxygen content of the blast (up to 25 %) .
Tests wiLI be carried out in a piLot furnace and conditions in the btast
furnace at the tuyeres wiLL be simuLated.
AppLicant: CRwI - Liege
Budget z 261.000 ECU
Durat ion: 2 years
P 1?31: Method of determining the b
A measuring technique witt be deveLoped and tested in order to monitor:
(a) the distribution of ore and coke near the bLast furnace watL, and
(b) the rate of descent.
The measuring technique is based on the different eLectricaL conductivities
of coke and ore (or reduced ore). The initiaL phase of thjs project wiLL
consist soLeLy of Laboratory tests (outside the bLast furnace), incLud'ing:
- measurement of the etectricaL conductivitjes of various burden mixtures
- seLection of eLectrode materiaLs and construction of eLectrodes
- deveLopment and construction of the eLectronic measuring dev'ice
- processing of the measurement resu[ts so that they can be apptied to an
exi st ing bLast furnace mode[.
AppLicant: Thyssen - Duisburg
Budget z 364.000 ECU
Duration: 2 years
II.2. STEELMAKING
!!,.?=1"-9a:!irs-a!d-:e!rdrligcgi.gn
In the near future the integratjon of steeL pLant, continuous casting mach'ine
and roLLing miLt in a s'ingLe tine without reheating wiLL be one of the main
aims in the"fforts to save energy in steetmaking. Projects P1096 and P 1118
pursue this aim for two different appLications.
t
t
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tn projects P1140 and 1117 a technoLogy 'is to be deveLoped for the cont'inuous
cast'ing of extra-miLd steeL grades. These are grades which have up to no11
been cast soLeLy as rimm'ing steeL in ingot form'
projects p1141 and 1238 are designed to improve, the surface of a continuousLy
cast prodgct. Both wiLL investigate the formation of reciprocation marks
and the surface defects they cause. Process modifications and metaLLurg'icaL
methods wiLL be used to neduce the incidence of such defects. Above aLL,
the need for subsequent mechanicaL surface dressing is to be eLiminated
for aLuminium-kiLLed steels with a low carbon content and for austenitic
stainLess steeLs.
This is the continuation ofthe work described in the memorandum of 26
February 1980 under P 889.
research work described under P 889 was to
This is the second stage Q0 % of 2.85?.000 ECU)
AppL'icant: KrUPP - Essen
Budget z 2.880.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1118: Energy conservation bY. ingorporqting steeLPLant, cont'inuous
First of aLL a mathematicaL modeL for the warm and hot input of sLabs wiLL
be bui Lt.
Then practicaL experiments witL be carried out in a steeLworks hav'ing an
annuaL oroduction of 1 miLLion tonnes ('100 % continuous casting) ' At first
5 % and Later up to 25 % of the slabs wiLL be used hot'
The research programme concentrates on the fol Low'ing:
- change in enthaLpy of the sLabs between continuous casting and reheating
furnace
- correLation between castirrg cond'i tions and surface quaLity
- operat'i on of the reheat'i ng furnace-
AppLicant: CRM - Lidge
Budget: 74t+.500 ECU
Durat ion; 4 years
p 1140: 'Improvement of continuous.casting for extra-mi ld steeL grades with
The foLLowing programme is pLanned-
The moLten steeL wi LL be deoxidized in vacuum with carbon.
After deoxidizat.i on, denitriding w'i th titanium or zircon, aLso in vacuum/
wjLL be carried gut. The most recent Ladle technoLogy wilt be used for the
meLts.
Then pLant on a semi-industriaL scaLe w'iLL be used to cast 105 mm square
a
It wiLL be recaLLed that the
be financed in three stages.
I
a
Deve Lo st rand redu ct steeL
t
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of 200 x 800 mm.
with covered hot metaL. An optimum covering slag
soLidification process eLectromagnetic stirring
the sotidification structure.
biLiets and Later sLabs
The cast'ing wi [ |' be done
wiLL be used. During the
wiLL be used to improve
The experiments wiLI be
I
carried out on a semi-industriaL scaLe.
AppL'icant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
Budget: 556.500 ECU
Durat ion: 4 years
P 1117: Devet t of a Low-siLicon and Low-aLuminium rade steeL for
continuous castinq
Here too the aim is to produce an extra-miLd steeL. The foILowing experiments
are olanned and witL be coordinated with project P 1140.
A steeL that is onLy very sLightLy over-oxidized wiLl be produced by combined
blowing in an industriaL converter. The refining process wiLt therefore be
stopped with a higher finaL carbon content than usuaL.
After refining, vacuum treatment wiLL be carried out in which the residuaL
carbon witL first act as a deoxidant so that only very smaIt quantities of
deoxidizing agents (Si, AL, etc.) are necessary. The aim is to obtain a
miLcl steeL suitabLe for continuous casting.
At the same time there are pLans for Laboratory experiments that wiLL
serve as a gu.ide for the industriaL tests that foLLow them.
Applicant: CRM - Liege
Budget: 519.000 ECU
Duration: 4 years
P 1141:ControL of the formation of Ieciprocation marks a
The factors affecting the formation of reciprocation marks are to be
invest'igated both in industriaL operation and on a Laboratory scate.
The foLLowing variabLes wi LL be investigated in the works: osci Ltation
frequency and ampLitude, pouring speed, properties of the tubricants(cast'i ng powder, o'i L), steeL grade, overheating and the movement and
convection of the hot metaL.
0n a piLot scaLe various mou[d materiaLs wiLL be tested with a view to
varying the heat transfer and surface tension between the mouLd and the
hot metat. It is p[anned to use copper aLtoys, miLd and sta'inLess steeLs,
cast iron and aLso ceramic materiats and graphite as mouLd materiats.
AppLicant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
Budget: 407.000 ECU
Durat ion: 4 years
P 12382 Reductio
In this project the foLLowing technolog'icaL measures wiLL be taken in an
effort to eLiminate reciprocation marks:t
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- hish-frequency (?0 - 100 flz) and Low-ampLitude (approx'imateLy 1 mm)
movement of the mouLd
- LongitudinaL osci LLation in the direction of withdrawaL, preferabLy at
resonant freguency
The research programme consists of three parts:
1. Design and constnuction of the vibration equipment
2. Product'ion of bi I lets f rom:
(a) Low-carbon aLuminium-ki LLed steeLs
(b) stainLess steeLs
3. MetaLLurgicaL examination of the surface and grain structure of the
products.
AppLicant: BSC - London
Budget 
= 
192.000 ECU
Durat'i on: 2 years
ll'3.?'.-9!eq!!ec!ei.-!e!3!!srex
The aim of th'is project is to prevent sLag from running out duling tapping
in Large LD converters (300 t) " To this end, a method of measuring wh'ich
can detect sLag residue near the converter mouth wiLL first be deveLoped.
SuitabLe measures wiLL then be deveLoped to reta'in the sLag.
P 1239: DeveLopment of imprgved sLag detection a
and the effect of certain aspects of steeI quaLity
Three aspects wi L L be studied in this project:
1. A technique of rapid sLag detection wiLL be deveLped, and, to th'is end,
the suitability of eLectromagnetic coiLs or eLectric ceLLs wiLL be examined.
2. In the second stage of the project, rapid-action methods of retaining
the sLag w'iL L be deveLoped, both mechani caL rap'id-action systems and
pneumat'i c methods being studied.
3. The third part of the project is designed to show the improvement in the
quaL'ity of the steeL obta ined, espec'iaLLy in respect of the Low LeveL of
suLphides and oxides present.
AppL'icant: BSC - l-ondon
Budget: 2?6.000 ECU
Durat ion: 2 years
I I. ?..1 
" 
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The a'im of the project is the preheating of scrap in the eLectric arc
furnace by means of waste gas. Two previous projects backed by the ECSC deaLt
with continuous preheating processes whereas this particuLar case (P1 138)
invoLves a d'iscontinuous process in which the scrap is preheated up to
about 500 o C either directLy in the cage or in a spec'iaLLy designed
preheat i ng chamber.
a
r
I
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P 1138: Preheating of scrap with etectric fu,rnace waste gas from the combust'ion
c hambe r
The process, which wiLL be tested as part of the project, requires the
foLLowing components: a combustion chamber connected to the eLectric furnace
with the main purpose of regutating the waste gas temperatures, the actuaL
preheating device, in which the scrap, where possibLe, can be put into
iharg'ing cages, pIus an exhaust system and gas cLeaning.
The investigation wiLI be jn three stages.
1. First of aLL, the amounts of waste gas and energy wi[L be determined as
a function of the operating method of the etectric furnace (with and without
arJditionaL heating w'ith oxy-fueI burners). In addit'ion, the opt'imum heat
exchange between waste gas and scap w'iLL be estabLished-
2. This wiLL be foLLowed by experiments on 7 t piLot furnaces, with about 10
experimenta L meLts.
3. The third part of the investigation wiLL be carried out on an industriaL
arc furnace. Some 40 experimentaL meLts are pLanned, during which the
amount and composition of the waste 9ases, operating parameters and
dust w'iL L be determined.
AppLicant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
Budget: 398.500 ECU
Duration: 3 years
l!=?.!=-9e9gie!-Prgs9999:
The project described betow jnvoLves a spec'iaL appLication of eLectrosLag
remeLting. An earIier project, Ljkewise based on eLectrodes made from
metaL powders, produced bimetatLic cyLinders, whereas this project is designed
to produce hoL low cyL'inders.
Three investigation phases are ptanned:
- In the f i rst phase the remeLt'ing pLant wi L L be des'igned and constructed.
Moutd and mandret witt each be made up of tt.lo component parts, the Lower
part'or:ing of ;;lter-coOIed copper componentS, and the upper part, containing
the meLts, of refractorY meteriaL.
- The eLectrodes wiLL then be produced in the second phase. These consist
of two concentric thin-section tubes with the interspace fi LLed with
metaL powder mixtures of the required composition. IndustriaL-size eLectrodes
wiLL then, 'if necessary, be heated up to 1.000 - 1.20A o C in order to
sinter the powder.
- The third phase consists of the production of holLow ingots' Both the
operationaL parameters of nemelt'ing and the quaLity of hoLLow ingots obtained
by this method witL be determined.
AppLicant: CSM - Roma
Budget z 469.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
I
t
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eLectrodes
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Depending on the steeImaking method, refractory consumption.in Community
countries is between 14 and 1g kg.*f.uctory/t crude steel- Both of the
foILowingprojectsaredesignedtoreducethecostofrefractories.
Firing is a major cost factolin t!t pigd'.9ti?1.of refractory bricks' the
fir.ing energy being betuleen 1 '3:5 x 'l0o KcaL/t refractories' A Large part
of th.is energy wiLi Ue saved (P1080) by us'ing 9ri.ed (or anneaLed) b-icks
instead of fi reci b'i cks, whi ch are then "fi r;d" during operat ions '
project P 1242 w'iLL attempt to combine the technicaL and economic advantages
of the ac.id Lining <lo" heat conductivity, Low weight, Low costs) with the
metaILurg.icaL advantages of basic Lining (Lo""r "n-og"no's steeL contamination
through 0, and S) -
I
The possibi Lities and L.imits of energy-saving with Low-energy brick wi LL
be determined.
The oerformance of these bricks wiLL then be tested under operat'ing conditions
in torpedo and casting LadLes.
FinalLy, the advantages and disadvantages of these bricks wiLL be quantified
in comparison with the bricks formerLy used'
The project prov'ides for Laboratory and industriaL experiments to determine
the chemicaL, physicaL and m'ineraLtgicaL behaviour. The main aspect in the
industriaL experiments wiLL be penfirmance with sLags of differeinO Ca0/Si0,
comprrsition.
It is pLanned to examine h'ighLy aLum'ini ferous materiaLs (45 ' 90 % A1203)
and aLuminiferous materiaLs with the addition of ZrS'i0O'
AppLi cant: EsteL Hoesch - Dortmund
Budget: 641.000 ECU
Drrrat jon: 3 Years
P 1080: Ener SAV'I usl unfi red refractor mater ia Ls
ExperimentswiLLbecarrjedoutona4ttestLadLe.ThebasicLadLe
facing wiLL be about 20-30 mm thick ancl appLied both after cotd spraying
<"qr"6r, suspension) and hot spray'ing (oxy-fueL burner) '
The main factors to be investigated are
- contact time w'i th moLten steeL and sLag;
- sLag composition;
- effect of temperature cycLes on adhes'ive strength'
The meLts wiLL be stinred with inert gas. Aggressive desuLphunization sLags(70 
- 80 % caO + 20 - 30 % caF) wiLL be used. The experimentaL conditions
wiLL be based on practice as r6gards duration and temperature'
AppL i cant: BSC - London
Budget: 166.000 ECLI
i
a
1242: cat i on steeL ladLes
t
Durat ion: 2 years
!!.?.Q.-Ibgeqe!rga!-Be!e!Lsrsx
The projects deaL excLusivety with theoretical research on stags, with the
aim of
- mak'i ng maximum use of reaction stags,
- selecting the opt'imum sLag composit'ion,
- negenerating sLags to the maximum in order to reuse components that are
not exhausted, and
- reducing dumping costs.
p 1189: Thermodynamic research on sLags and recircuLating materiaLs
The project-is divided into tt"lo parts:
1. gptimization of stag composition for post-refining desutphurization and
dephosphorization as a function of composition, oxygen activity and
react ion temperature.
2. Determination of thermodynamic data in probLem materiaLs of iron and stee[
production for the systems Fe-O-X, where X = Cd, K, Na, Pb, Sb, Sn and Zn.
The studies wiLl be carried out at the rMax-Ptanck-Institut fUr Eisenforschungl
and at the |RWTH Aachenr.
AppLicant: VDEh - D0sseLdorf
Budget: 488.500 ECU
Duration: 3 1/2 years
LL',? 
"7' -.E!s tsL - in -9, ! 9 9! l.! ds :!rv
The aim of project P 1192 is to recover the energy stored in roLting stock.
p 1192: Improvement of energv uliLisation bv heat exch?ngers for cootinp or
preheating rolting stock
The foLLowing studies are PLanned:
- DeveLopment and preheat'ing of roIting stock
- Ftow tests on coLd and hot modeLs ptus tests on the type of heat transfer
with regard to the form of the rotting stock
- Construction and testing of a piLot pLant
AppL'icant: VDEh - D0sseIdorf
Budget: 861.000 ECU
Duration: 3 112 years
II.3. MECHANICAL I.IORKING
!l:1:1"-Ee,bec!ine-Jgrlagg:
The market share of microaL[oyed steets has been steadity incneasing in
t
I
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recent years. If fulL advantage is to be taken of the mechanicaL properties
of these steeLs, they must be worked under prec'isely controLLed conditions' a
The aim of Project P 1166 is to adapt furnace controL to the requirements
of these steels. The controL model to be buiLt wiLL take into account
parameters such as austen'itic grain size, the state of the precipitates and
scaLing.
project P 11g1 is intended to improve controL technology for reheating furnaces
.in generaL. The controL of reheating furnaces is to be improved by incorporating
m'icrocomputer technoLogy with the aim of saving energy'
P 1165: AnaLysis of mi c rost ructura L and oxidation rocesses 'i n roLLin -miLL
reheat i furnaces and their incorooration 'i n optimum rocess cont ro L
A controL modeL for an industriaL sLab reheating furnace is to be produced.
The fotLowing prelimjnary work is pLanned:
1. AnaLysis of the microstructuraL evoLution of c-Mn steeLs and microatLoyed(Nb, V, Ti) Low-carbon steeLs'
2. AnaLysis of ox.idation phenomena, morphoLogy and technoLogical properties
of the scaLe.
3. DeveLopment of an automatic controL system taking into account:
- heat exchange patterns under different operating conditions
- automatic adaptation of the modeL to the prevai Ling conditions
- the need to minimize fueL consumption
- the need for on-Line temperature control in various areas of the
furnace.
4. Test'ing of the complete modeL on an industriaL reheat'ing furnace with a
oroduction of 20Cl t/h.
Applicant: CSM - Roma
ItaLsider - Genova
Budget: 598.500 E.CU
Durat'i on: 3 Years
i
P 1191: Invest ic,at ion of ene conservat ion tentiaL in reheatinq and
heat-treatment furna ces with the use of modern controt procedures
The foLLowing research stages are pLanned:
1. Design and construction of an experimentaL furnace and itsinstrumentation
2. Bu'iLding of the dynamic furnace modeL jn the fonm of equations of state
3. Connection of a rnicrocomputer to the experimentaL furnace
4. Programming ancl impLementation of the controL principLes and aLogorithms
5. Testing of the compLete instalLation to verify the structure of the dynamic
furnace modeL
6. Exper"iments to ascertain energy consumption w'ith various controL aLgorithms,
i f necessa ry varying the quaL ity criterion to minimi ze energy consumpt ion
7. EvaLuat'i on of the resuLts.
:
t
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AppLicant: WuppertaL University - hluppertaL
Budget: 299.500 ECU
Duration: 3 1/2 years
ll"3-'?'-Ue!-re!ling-qi!!s,-:-bac s,-end-s.ee,!lens.
The research aims in this sector are as foLLows:
- computer-aided system for aurtomatic roLL pass caLcr.rLation and design,
and caLcuLation of the materiaI fLow according to the theory of pLasticity(P 1126)
- the search for a correLatjon between specific surface defects (cracks,
exposed and encLosed pores), roLLing parameters (degree of deformation,
pass sequence and des'ign) and surface quatity (P1145)
- invest.igation of"the most suitabLe way of maing high-strength cabLe wires( 6r^ = 2000 t'l/mrt), invotv'ing a comparison between the product'ion cycLes
"coHtinuous casting/hot roLLing/controLLed cooLing" and "direct wire
drawing" (P 1167)
The aim of project P 1?46 is to establish the areas of appLication of
comouter-a'ided manufacture and robotics which can be appLied in exist'ing
roL L ing mi L ls.
The foL[owing work is pLanned:
- Adaptation of computer-aided design to the probtems of grooved roLts.
The modet shoutd aLLow the designer to disptay his draft so that he can
assess the pass design visualLy, thus obviating the need for costLy
roLling tests. This shoutd reduce design time by a third.
- DeveLopment of a simuLation modeL on the computer for deformations in rotL
passes using a non-Linear programme of finite eLements.
AppL'i cant: Arbed - Luxembourg
Budget: 679.000 ECU
Durat ion: 4 years
P 1145: C s in surface defects duri the roLLi of bars and sections
Research into the transfer of surface defects wilL be carried out on the
fin.ishing stand of an industriaL wire miLL. The defects witl be tagged with
radioactive substances at the first stand. In some cases typicaL defects
wiLL be produced artificiaLLY.
a
Laboratory
paramet e rs
pLasticine
pa ramete rs
rese6pch w'iLL be carrjed on at the same time to investigate the
affect'ing the changes in defects by means of simuLation tests on(roLt'i ng speed, contact pressure and tension) - The roIL pass
wiLL al"so be studied (shape and rounding) -
In addition to the tests with pLasticine, a Lim'ited number of triat roLLing
operations on an experimentaL rotLing mitL are ptanned.
To concLude the work, a mathematicat modeL of the materiaL fLow wiLL be buiLt
using the method of finjte eLements.
t
1126: rated
AppL i cant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
Budget: tr78.000 ECU
Duration: 3 years
P 1167: Improvement of the mechanicaL properties o1 eutectoid wjre rod suitabLe
for direct drawing, made from cast biLLets
The foL Lowing research programme is pLanned:
- ExperimentaL vacuum-cast ingots of 100 kg wiLL be prepared so as
to obtain steeI with the desired mechanicaL properties. Steet of traditionaL
composition (C = 0.80 % and Mn = 0.80 %) wiLt be used as a stanting point
and the aLloying eLements Si, Cr, V and B wiLL be added.
- Segregation and undesired structures wi LL be investigated.
- IndustriaL metts (about 90 t) of the tl'ro or three best steeLs wiLL be
made. These wilL be foLlowed by controIled cooIing in a Stdrnor instaILation.
A Limited number of rod coiLs wiLL be drawn into fine wire in a modern wire
drawing pLant, the main aim being to ascerta'in the drawabiLity of these
steeLs.
AppLicant: CSM - Roma
Budget z 574.000 ECU
Durat ion: 2 1 /2 years
P'i246: Computer-aided manufacture and robotics in noLLing miILs
The aims are to estabLish (a) those areas wher"e computer-a'i ded manufacture
and robotics can be appLied in existing roLLing miLLs and (b) a concept of
a future mi LL with a fuLLy 'integnated system. The resuLts are 'intended to
provide guidance in the short and medium term for the definition of research
projects in this fieLd.
The project covers bar and rod m'i LLs, bi LLet m'i LLs, narrot,l strip mi LLs(hot and coLd) and cLuster miILs of the Sendzimir type.
AppL i cant: BSC - London
Budget: 1 28.000 ECU
Durat ion: 2 yea rs
!!,1.1"-!s!-re!lue-!r!!9-:-l!a!-sredgg!g
ALthough initiaLLy the hot strip miLL served mainLy to produce miLd steeL
coiLs for subsequent cold roLLing, it has recentLy been used more and more
to produce high-strength steeL grades (up to X70) for direct fabrication(e.9. Long'itudinaLLy and spiraLLy weLded pipe). This caLLs for much more
accurate temperature controL during the roL Ling pnocess.
ConsequentLy, P 1114 is'intended to optimize controL of the roLLing process
with a riiew to microstructure.
Project P 11/+6 has a simiLar aim. It wiLL investigate the suitabiLity of
existing coiling systems for thermo-mechanicaL treatment of the steeLs,
tak i ng i nto account t he mechani ca L, meta L Lurgi ca L and therma L aspects .
Continuous casting pIants operate most economicaLLy for Long production runs
;
t
t
t
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of very wide products. However, the hot strip mitL requires varying stab
widths. To operate a continuous hot Iine it is therefore essentiat to find
ways of obtain.ing Large width reductions between the continuous casting
."ttrine and the hot strip miLL. The is the aim of Project 1200-
p 1144: MetaLLurgicaL optjmization of rotLing conditions in the continuous
hot striP miLt
The research programme covers h'igh-strength structuraL steeLs and high-strength
grades for LongiiudinaLly and sp'iraLLy weLded p'ipe. The foL Lowing parameters
attecting the quaLity of the fjnished product wi L L be quanti fied:
- reheating temperature of the sLabs (soLution of precip'itates)
- roLLing.in the roughing stand (distribution of deformation work, austeniticgrain iite, temperature of the individuaL passes)
- roLling in the finished stand
- cooting of the strip, coiLing temperat'ure and cooLing during coiLing'
These data witI be processed in an existing mathematicaL modeL which wiLI
be tested in industriaL conditions. The research wilL be carried out partty
on a hot twist'ing machine, partLy on p'iLot roLling miLLs and sooL'ing
equipment in the Laboratory and partLy in industrial operation.
Appl'icants: IRSID - St. Gerrnain-en-Laye
Usinor - Dunkerque
Budget: 478.000 ECU
Durat jon: 3 YearsI
For the purposes of thermomechanicaL treatment, coiting wilL be carried
out at temperatures of 200 - 800 o c in an industriat hot strip m'iLL. The
foI Lowi ng four po'ints wi L L be 'invest igated:
- mechanicaL aspects of coi Ling
- metaLLurg'icaL aspects at Low temperatures
- metaLLurgicaL aspects at high temperatures
- thermaL aspects.
RppLicant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
So[mer - Fos sur Mer
Budget 
= 
541.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 Years
p 1200: Devetopment.of methods of obtaininq high drafts in the production
of wide striP
For the purpose of deveLoping new width reduction procedures, the foLLowing
met hods wi L L be i nvest i gat ed:
1. CentraL edg'ing. Here the sLabs wiLL be LocaLLy deformed in the verticaL
direction but not at the ends. The buLges formed wiLL be leveLLed out
again by a subsequent horizontaL pass. This method might be suitabLe
for cases in which the sLabs subsequently have to be cut.
t
rocedures
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2. S'imuLtaneous reduction of vlidth and height. A uniform end configuration
can be obtained by simuLtaneous verticaL and hon'izontaL deformation.
SeveraL passes wouLd be used,
AppLicant: BFI - DilsseLdorf
Budget: 989.500 ECU
Duration: 3 1/2 years
! I.l, 
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In project P 1119 an attempt wiLL be made to produce coLd strip from hot
strip without prior pickL'ing.
P 1119: Continuous controL - roLting without prior descaLing
In this research project, to be carried out in industriaL operation, the
scaLe wiLL be removed from the hot strip by mechanicaL methods aLone. The
coiLs wiLL immed'iateLy be coLd roLLed and then continuously anneaIed (in
a reducing furnace atmosphere).
In th'i s procedure, the foLLowirrg po'i nts wiLL be investigated more ctoseLy:
- the surface quaLity of the coLd stnip
- the thickness toLerances of the str"io
- rolL wear
- removaL of scaLe from the roLLing Lubricant
- formation of deposits on the furnace roLLers
- monitoring of furnace atmosphere
App L'i cant : CRM - L'idge
Budget: 753.500 ECU
Duration: 4 years
lI=.1,=l=-Ut:9,9!!9 !99s9
Starting w'ith experimentaL data, project P 1?45 wiLL invest'igate the
theoretical principLes for the straighten'ing of fLat products and sections.
The resuLts shouLd heLp to improve both the product and the manufacturing
process.
P 1245: Studies of straightening and leveLLing operations for pLate
The research is div'ided into a theoreticaL and an exoerimental section.
(a) TheoreticaL nesearch
- CaLcuLation of the tempenature pattern on the product and the
nesuLtant residuaL stresses
- CaIcutation of the initiaL state on entry into the straightening and
LeveLL'ing machine and the effect of differentiated cooLing on thermaI
st resses
- Advance caLcut.ation of the finaL qeometrical state
)
t
a
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(b) ExoerimentaL work
The theoreticaL research wiLL be backed up
measurements on the straightening and LeveL
forces)
measurements of temperature di stribut ion
determination of materiaI properties
by experiments:
Ling machine (st'if fness,
I
AppLicant: BSC - London
Budget z 156.500 ECU
Duration: 2 years
II.4. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In Line with the approach adopted in recent years' the main aims of the
seLected projects are to improve quaLity and increase profitabi l'ity.
In considering the quaLity criterion, a distinction must be drawn between
the intrinsic quaLity of the product and the quaLity of assembLies and
structures; different methods of assessment are caLted for and, in the
Latter case in particuLar, account must be taken of the safety factol',
which has considerabte economic imptications.
The continuous research effort required here is main[y due to changing
requirements (standands and spec'ifications) concerning acceptabi Lity criteria
but aLso to some extend to Japanese domination. It is not on[y in technologicaL
investment that Japan is outstripping the Community, but atso in the speed
with which it derives practicat appLications from its research resuLts,
Leading to the use of new methods and apparatus.
A further factor of generaL interest to the steeL industry is that most of
the resutts, whether they concern non-destructive inspection and test'ing,
metroLog'icaL and dimensionaL aspects or anaLyses of aLL kinds, are aLso an
essent'iaL basis for the automation of ptant-
The shearing of a sLab in the part containing the strinkage cav'ity is at
present an empiricaL operation invotving successive approaches by a
ski L Led ooerator.
In order to make the operation more efficient it is essentiaL to be abLe
to ascertain the exact position of the shrinkage cavity. This is the aim
of the research project. The, CSM in Rome has already deveLoped and constructed
an ultrasonic probe operating dry by'impuLse pressure under an eartier
ECSC-aided research project No. 7210-GA/413.
There witL be a speciaL detection system and the probe witL be protected
against heat to a[[ow observations at temperatures around 1200 o C.
t
uLtrasoni timise
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The thickness inspected wiLL not be
observed wiLL be around 5 mm-
A network of Probes wilL examine an
system wiLl have an e[ectronic unit
wilt be given to automation-
AppLicant: CSM - Roma
Budget : t*04. 000 E CU
Duration: 3 Years
more than 600 mm and the m'inimum defects
area 600 mm wide bY 300 mm Long. The
to interpret signaLs and consideration
)
Deve L nt of uLtrasonic anaLysis of steel structure
This project has two objectives, one of which is to examine and anaLyse the
microstructure of steeLs and the other to develop an uLtrason'ic probe with
wide coverage to avoid scanning movements'
The work wiLL be based on resuLts obtained in two previous Ecsc-supported
research projects consisting of comprehensive theoreticaL and experimentaL
studies in singLe-phase microstructures. The aim of the project wiLI be to
extend the scope to the characterization of muLti-phase structures (pureperlite, ferrite-perL ite, bainitic-ferrite, etc ') '
Furthermore, an uLtrasonic probe wiLL be designed and constructed so as
to obtain refLection curves wjthout moving the apparatus. This eLectromagneti c
uLtrasonic transducer wiLL operate dry, without coupling L'iquid, which wiLL
make it insens'itive to temperature effects and to the surface state of the
materiaLs under examination (see ECSC project 721A'GA/ 118) ' Measuring
frequencies shouLd.reach at Least 20 MHz.0nce these two objectives have
been attained, industrial triaLs wiLL be carried out with a view of adapting
the method and equipment to the requirements of an industriaL site'
AppLicant: Institut fur zerstdrungsfreie Prufverfahren - Saarbrtlcken
Budget z 337,000 ECU
Duration: 2 1/2 Years
P 1?-61 :- aua I i ty cor
This project'is a LogicaL technicaL foLLow-up to project No 6210-GA/1/102
which y.ieLded exceLLent resuLts in industriaL operation.
It is designed to make use of the experience gained with the proven ultra-
son'i c method and the aims are as foL Lows:
(a) To gain w'ider experience of the computerized evaLuation syStem devetoped
during the Previous Project:
- Long-run tests under actual conditions to study a wider range of
steeL grades; comparison of the resuLts obtained by automatic inspection
anddata-processingrmanuaLinspectionrLaboratorymeasurementsusing
focus sensors and destructive testing'
(b) To inctude in the system and to test other specifications:
analysis of the evaLuation parameters concerneo
formuLation of generaL evaLuation guideLines
conversion into computer programmes
t
a
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comparat i ve eva Luat ion
(c) To optimize the eva[uation system on the basis of the experience
qa i ned:
evaLuat'ion of resuLts
speeding up of data f[ow for higher inspection speeds
anatysis and correction of interference signaLs.
AppLicant: Institut f0r zerst6rungsfre'ie Pr0fverfahren - SaarbrUcken
Budget z 195.000 ECU
Duration 1 1/2 years
P 1150: tinuous measu f the shape of hot-roLLed bars and sections
In the roLLing of bars and sections, as indeed in other fieLds, the abiLity
to keep to cLoser dimensionaL toterances is a competitive advantaQer ?
quatjty factor and hetps to save energy and raw materiaLs-
The aim of the project is to deveLop a cross-section measuring method and to
design apparatus. It is based,on recent successes in shape monitoring in the
fjetd of robotics. A [aser beam directs a spot of t'ight onto the surface of
the product and the beam'i s swept over a ptane so as to prov'i de an image of
part of the contour to be studied.
The programme to construct a gauge of this kind wiLL be broken down into
four seccessive parts:
1. Construction of a measuring system having a source and two receivers with
processing of the associated signaL
2. Testing of the system in the Laboratory and then on a bar miLL to assess
its meirotogical performance and its behaviour in an industriat environment
3. After any modificat'ions that prove necessary, construction of a muLti-
sensor gauge that can describe a fuLl cross-section
4. Experiments on roLLing miLLs at various stages, rough'ing, finished products
AppL'icant: IRSID - St. Germa'in-en-Laye
Budget z 493.500 ECU
Duration: 3 years
P 1155: Non-destructive monitori of surface decarburization
A monitoring method using sampling, or even better covering 100 % of production,
obviously piovides a way of detecting production hitches and thus avoid'ing
the finishing and dispatch to customers of defective products. It is aLso
a 11ay of impioving production; atthough the economic aspect is confined to
the reduction of costLy disputes, there are aIso obvious psychologicaL
advantages.
Two eLectromagnetic methods of defining surface decarburization wi LI be
compa red:
(a) use of the Barkhausen effect;
(b) use of eddy currents.
In order to restrict the scope of the research, the work wiLL be focused on
t
I
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products of Large cross-section.
After seveiaL series of tests and inspect'ions, the parameter or parameters
representative of the depth of surface decarburization wiLL be identified
and the characteristics of a sensor and eLectronic measuring system capabLe
of carrying out this monitoring operation wiLL be defined.
AppL'i cant: IRSID - St. Germain-en-Laye
Budget: 287.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 Years
1206: DiqitaL im ro ce s s'l and automatic imqgs evaLuation in radi
test i ng
A research project on the radiographic inspection of steeL is aLready under
way (ECSC Agreement No 7210-GFl301). The project described here offers the
advantage of complementary technicaL work.
The a.im is to repLace the human eye by an automated computerized system
for the examination and interpretation of industriaL radiographs.
The work wiLL cover four fieLds:
1. Optimizatjon of radiograph processing to improve contrastr ,cLearness of
orrt L i ne and compensat i on for da rken'i ng
2. Computerized image Processing
3. EstabLishment of a cLassification of defects so as to identify them by
'i mage ana Lys'i s
4. 0n-Line monitoring using high resoLution'image
by TV mon'i tors and v'i deo tape necorders.
The techn'ique devetoped must be versati Le enough
of aLL steeL castings and weLded assembLies'
AppL'icant: BFI - DusseLdorf
Budget: 537.000 HCU
Dr.rrat ion: 3 years
P 1197:nus""l.f into tf,e Prin.
oroduct i on of sem i s
grinding has both technoLogicaL and economic advantages'in the
of semii. ff'" wide range of possibiLities for its use caLt for
research and deveLopment work. The ma'in purpose of this project
st udy:
- FundamentaL technicaL interactions in h'igh-pressure grind'ing, in particuLar
the effect of different pressures, grinding wheel width, traverse and cross
feed, wheeLhead angle, cutting rate and temperature of the tooL on the
griniing resuLt, tie stock retou"L rat'io, chip removaL rate and the
driving povver required.
- TechnicaL Laws governing cutting by hot grind'ing, in panticuLar the effect
of the cutting iater.ri aistribut'ion, tooL temperature and traveL speed
over the surface.
- Deformation under static and dynam'ic Loading of a high-pressure grind'ing
wheeL and of hot cutt'ing maschines depend'ing on the machining process.
t
converters - examination
to be used for the insPection
e
Hi gh-speed
product i on
extensive
wiLL be to
o
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The research as a whole wiL[ make
reLiabLe industriaI PrototYPe-
it possib[e to design and construct a
AppLicant: VDEh - D0sseLdorf
Budget z tr21.000 ECU
Duration: 2 years
In most steeLworks, especialLy modern roLLing mi LLs, marking is sti LL
carried out by speciaLjzed workers on a rule of thumb basis. The purpose
of this proj".t is to discover a method and to design equipment to make
this operation more straightforward, easier and Iess Laborious for the
operator.
The firm EsteL Hoogovens has already acquired substantiaL experience of
computer-controLLei spray-marking systems used in hot rolting miLLs' It now
wants to exp[oit this'expeience by us'ing a robot for this purpose, paying
speciaL attention to protection against heat and dust, and to the effect
of high temperature on certain mechan'icaL parts'
The work programme is as fotLows:
1. AnaLysis of the various tasks invoLved in manipulat'ing a spnaymarker
for broduct identi fi cation (continuous cast sLabs) . PreLiminary evaLuation
of the viabiLitY of the equiPment.
2. DeveLopment of software and speciaL hardware'
3. Technicat evaLuation of the system and possibte modifjcations.
4. Finat design for construction of a prototype'
AppLicant: EsteL Hoogovens - Ijmuiden
Budget: 340.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1123: R id method for delefq-l-qj metaLLic alurninium in st Ls
A precise knowLedge of metaLLic aLuminium contents is particutarLy jmportant
in continuous."riing. It is essentiaL to avoid inadequate deoxidation as
this couLd give rise to subcutaneous bLow hoLes and even surface pitting-
The resuLts of analyses must be obtained very rapidly so that corrections
can be carried out in time.
To perform these corrections, the steeLmaker must know both the totaL
a[uminium content and the metaLLic aLuminium content. cRM has devised this
research project in order to meet the need for a rap'id method of determining
aluminium during steeImaking.
The method is based on the foLtowing princ'ipLes:
- Taking LocaL remeLting of part of the sampLe
- Screening of the top surface and spectrum anaLysis
- Design of a system for industriaL use of the process
?
- Testing of
condi t i ons
the method and appanatus requi red under industriaL inspection
in a continuous casting instaLLation.
t
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Series of industr.iaL tests wiLL be carried out on 250 - 300 meLts. The
range of contents to be investigated w'iLL be:
MetaLLic aLuminium 0.010 - 0.080 %
TotaL aLuminium 0.010 - 0.200 %
AppLicant: cRM - L'id'ge
Budget: 167.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
o
P 1202:Opt'imization of methods of assesljng-njg-ogen content in steeL structures
The nitrogen content in steeL is extremeLy important
fabricating and user industries since the properties
to the manufacturing,
of the materiaL can be
considerabLy modi f ied by n'itrogen addit'ions.
In this project the nitrogen content wiLL be determ'ined by a method to be
deveLoped. Ouantitative determination w'iLL be carried out not onLy on Large
sampLes but aLso in the steeL microstructure by micrographic anaLyses.
The detection Limit and accuracy of the methods of anaLysis wiLL be studied(eLectron microprobe and Auger etectron spectroscopy) and appLied to the
determination of nitrogen in the various phases of the steeL microstructure.
The research wi LL aLso incLude:
1. preparation of test pieces for the calibration of measurement signats
?. CaL.ibration between nitrogen content and the measurement signaL using
ser'i es of measurements
3. Exam'i nation of test p'i eces taken from ordinary production runs
4. Quantitative determination'in steeLs having phases contain'ing nitrogen
5. Quantitat'ive determination'in the surface Layers of n'itrided steeLs
6. Compari son of pr()cesses .
AppLicant: VDEh - D0sseLdorf
Budget: 338.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
I
This project wiLL invoLve devet-oping and testing, on a 5-stand tandem
mi LL, an 'integrated temperature controL and work-roLL bending system.
is to set up and maintain the opt'imum totaL roLL crown throughout the
roLLing campa'ign, in order to maximize product'ivity whi lst compLying
shaoe and surface fin'i sh constraints
The work programme wiLL be organized as foLLows:
- Installation of a thermaL controL system based on pred'ictions about
hot st rip profi Le
- Determination of the optimum ground cambers for-:he various stands
- Adaptation of the equipment in the miLt
- DeveLopment and instaLtat'i on of a seLf-reguLat'i ng controL system
- 0n-L'i ne tests.
st r.ip
T he a'im
ent i re
with
the
3
P 1169: Dynamic control of tfe heat regime of a coLd tandem mitL
I
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SubsequentLy the essentiat eLements wiLL be combined to
temperature controL system for the mi L L without di rect
measurement.
obtain an effective
hot prof i Le
;
Appticant: CSM - Roma
ItaLsider - Genova
Budget: 660.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1207:DeveL nt and industrial use of an inspection s tem for detecti
surface defects
At oresent firms are deterred from adopting automated surface 'inspection
systems by the fact that there is no versatiLe equipment on the market,
designed to detect and examine atL types of defect.
The research proposed by the Betriebsforschungs'institut of DilsseLdorf aims
to meet this need, by means of research and development work on a method
which shouLd Lead to the design of suitabLe equipment.0pto-etectronic
processes wiLL be used as weLL as Laser probing. Processing of signals witL
be carried out without a caLculator since highLy'integrated anaLog and
d.igitaI circuits wiLL be deveIoped. The equ'ipment designed wiLL subsequentLy
be constructed in the form of a prototype, the cost of which wiLI have to
be reLativeLy Low if it is to have a wide market.
AppIicant: BFI - Di.isseLdorf
Budget: 576.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1124: fnteryraL geometricaL sur
--@
Production of piS iron has been increasingLy concentrated in optimum
oroduction units so as to set up'integrated works on a regionaL basis'
As a resuLt, p1 g.i ron has to be transported in torpedo LadLes over distrances
of up to severa t k i Lomet res .
The purpose of this research is to create a too[ to monitor the rate of
wear of the refractory tin'ing of torpedo LadLes in service, in order to
define the optimum internaL geometricaL form for the L'ining on the basis
of service Life, safety of use and heat Losses. A measuring method based
on Laser and thermographic techniques wiLL be used to ascertain the state
of wear of Ladte Linings, the test parameters being the geometricaL form
of the refractory Lining, the quaL'ity of the bricks and the thermat
insulat ion Layer.
The work programme is pLanned in five successive stages:
(1) DeveLopment of the measuring method
(2) TriaLs and adjustments in the works
(3) TriaLs on LadLes in service
G) FinaLization of the energy caLcuLation modeL
(5) Industriat operation, severaI months of triaLs
Appt'icant: Arbed - Luxembourg
Budget: 191.000 EcU
Duration: 2 yearst
I i .5. SERVI CE P T'OPERTI ES AND PER FORMANCL
!!.2"1"-Us!debrli!Y
The research proposed on weLdabiLity concerns t1,1o products and two different
weLd.ing techniques that are equaLLy important for the improvement of thequaliti/cost ratio jn the finished product.One is the weLding of heavy
plate and the other the weLd'ing of steeL sheet, especiaLLy in the motor
i ndust ry .
One of the difficuttjes in welding in heavy ptate is to obtain proper
homogeneity of the different zones in order to retain aLL the mechanicaL
properties, such as rupture strength, of the seLected steel grade' ConsequentLy'
it is important in muLtipass weLding-to mon'itor. as preciseLy as possible
the grain structure in the fusion zone and in the heat-affected zone' tlJith
eLectron beam weLdingz 3 technique noh, gain'ing groundrthese disadvantages
can be avoided since ih"t" are far fewer passes and the heat effect'is
more locaLized. This technique is bound to have a great future with the
increase in robotics and pLant automation, but we need to know much more
about its performance and conditions of use'
In the sheet sector, too, manufacturers are anxious to suppLy their customers
with a product suited to its intended use. Sheets are assembLed together
to make, for exampLe, a motor car, which wiLL be subjected to very specific
stressing conditions'throughout iis Life. Its fat'igue behaviour is obviousLy
affected by the choice of materiaLs, the design of cornponents and aLso by the
strength of the connections assembling them'
AtL these subjects Of concern are refLected in the proposed research'
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P 1081: Surve of the esent 5LdLV of automat ion and advanced technoL
fus i on weLdin in the Euro n Communit and Ja
The deveLopment of advanced technoLog'ies has led to the wider use of fusion
weLd'ing techniques. At the same time the deveLopment of industriaL robots
is enabL.ing some incjustries to improve their productivity. t^leLds in heavy
pLate can noh/ be required in conventionaL weLding. This obviousty saves time
and energy, but the weld quaL'ity is aLso much higher'
As it is in Japan that this technoLogy is most advanced at pnesent, a survey
of the methods used there wiLL be vaLuable.
AppLicant: lileIding Institute - Cambridge
Budget: 35.000 ECU
Durat ion: 1 /2 Year
t'l MetaLLur and mechani ca L rties of muLt'i ass submerged-arc
weLd metaL in carbon-ma ane se and Low-a L Lo constructionaL steeLs
o
a
In severaL branches of the metaL indqstry various steeL grades, even with a
yieLd str"ength of over 800 Newton/nn', are vleLded for economic reasons by
the submerged-arc heLd'i ng process.
llowever, practicaL expelience shows that weLding pLates with increas'ing strength
properties and/or thickness in this way frequentLy Sives rise to considerabLe
p.otLur. in meeting the fracture toughness requ'irements. Previous research
hur.Learly demonsirated that the fracture toughness properties of submerged-arc
weLd metaL for two-pass technique appLications can be improved by a proper
a
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seLection of the wire-fLux combination in reLation to the parent pLate
composit'i on.
In the proposed invest'igation attention wiLL be focused on the foLLowing
aspects of muLtipass submerged-arc t.leLd metaL:
(a) A study of the'influence of oxygen and nitrogen on the microstructure
and fracture toughness behav'i our of mult'i pass submerged-arc weLd metaL
in C/Mn and tow-aLloY'steeL.
(b) An evaluation of the weLding wire'impurity LeveL and the roLe of certain
deoxid.izing elements such as: aLuminium, si Licon, zirconium and titanium
on the fracture toughness properties of weLd metaL'
AppLicant: MetaaLinstitut TNO - ApeLdoorn
Budget: 312.500 ECU
Duration: 3 years
P 1156: High-productivity weLding of heavy pLate
The heavy pLate fabricating industries are constantty endeavouring to improve
prodr-rctiv"ity, especialLy in weLding. The conventionaI methods caLL for
numerOUs passes. For exampLe, 130 passes are needed to join tt|,o 200 mm pLates
us'ing automatic weLding under soLid fLux with narrow grooves. This is
equivalent to three days of welding to make a straight 4 m weld.
Two methods are of part'i cuLar interest as they al Low singLe-pass weLdj ng
whatever the thickness. These are verticaL electro-sLag weLding with
consumabLe guide and eLectron beam weLding. Going back to the above exampLe,
the time required is reduced to 5 hours for consumabLe gu'ide weLding and
one hour for eLectron beam weLding.
The advantages of the consumabLe guide process are:
Low capitaL cost
ab'iLity to handLe weLds of compLex geometry
The advantages of the eLectron beam process are:
particularLy high product'iv'ity
very Low deformat ion in the weld connect'i ons.
The main obstacLe to the industriaL deveLopment of these processes Ljes in
the properties of the connections, as regards both the'internaL soundness
of the weLds and their service characteristics.
The aim of the proposed research is to study and improve the conditions for
the use of these processes on structural steeLs for appLications such as:
weLded structures (hydrauIic engineering, frameworks, structuraL
steeLwork, etc.)
oressure vesse Ls .
App L i cant:
Budget:
Durat i on:
Creusot'Lo'ire - Le Creusot and Firm'iny
IRSID - St. Germain-en-LaYe
319.000 ECU
3 years
t
I
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P 1171: Fatigue beha\/leul-o:l motor vehi c Le arts of s t-weLded sheet
infIuence on materiaL seLection a
In des.i gning mechanicaL components wh'i ch are subjected to heavy dynamic
Loads during the'ir lifetime, the cho'ice of materiaLs must be made w'ith
due regard to fatigue strength crlnsiderations'
Fatigue is a LocaL phenomenon wh'i ch occurs preferentiaLLy in areas
contain.ing discontinuities or wetds and wherever a stress concentrat'ion
exists. To be vaLid from a {atigue stanripo'int, thereforer anY comparison
between aLternat'ive mateiliaLs must be made under structurat conditions
similar to the mechnical duties imposed on the component in quest'ion.
This is particuLarLy true in the case of th'in sheet-steeL components,
which are usuaLLy jo'ined together by spot,-weLding and whose weakest Link
from the fatigue standpoint is in generat the weLd'
The object of the proposed research programme is first to define the
geometr.icaL parameters that infLuence the fat'igue strength of spot-weLded
iup joints and then to determine (i) how the fatigue test modaLities and
the geometr.i caL characteristics of s'i mpLe Lap-joined components can be
used for estabLishing reL'iabLe rrew criteria for companing the fatigue
behaviour of ditferent materiaLs and of different types of wetded joints;(ii) .if, and how, the new criteria can be extended to cover the weaLth of
data coLlected up to nou/ on weLcled joints of different geometry (and, there-
fore, not cljrectLy comparabLe):tnd/or on ioints of Limited pract'i caL
interest.
Applicant: CSM - Roma
Budget : 187.500 ECU
Durat ion: 2 Years a
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surface cond.i tion, espec'i aLLy of steeL sheet, is a constant probLem for
producers. ln the successive operations on the sheet, production techniques
and plants (for exampLe roLLing milLs) Leave tnaces, often in the.form of
surface'i ncLusions, which."rse difficuLtires for the user in fin'i sh'i ng
operations such as painting (by spoi Ling the appearance) '
'l"he need for surface cLeanLiness aLso arises in another appLication which
is bound to deveLop: the bonding of sheet. This is a technique derived
from the aircraft industry which in many cases can simpLify the design of
parts wh'iLe ensuring that the whoLe Loses nothing of its robustness' It 'is
weLL worth study'ing the deveLopment potentiaL of this technique which is
now being aPPLied to steeL sheet '
P 1157: Bond-ing of-qaLvan-!zed products
AssembLy by bond'i ng !\,as deveLoped in the aerospace industry for aLum'i nium
materiaLs. fhis teihnique is start'ing to spread to other jndustriaL sectors
such as the construction of motot" u"hi.Les, raiLway roLLing stock and other
transport equipment, shipbui Lding and the manufacture of domestic apPLiances
and offi ce equi Pment.
This assembLy technique has probabLy not yet become as widespread as it
couLd for steeL pro<Jucts because most of them can be assembLed (much more
I
I
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easj Ly than aLuminium) by other methods (weLding, seam'ing, boLting, rivetting).
tt would be a pitty not to extend to steeL and galvanized products the
asyan'";cr :; .;n : :::: ring can oller, such as tight jo'i nts, eLimination of
gaLvanic celLs when different metaLs are pLaced in contact and thus reduction
of corrosjon, majntenance of the integrity of the parts (no driLLing or
heating), good fat'igue strength, possibiLity of joining materiaLs. Bonding
aLso aLLows new parts to be designed by new techniques such as the honeycomb
system and this shouLd produce new uses for steeL by reduc'ing the weight
of structrues.
The aim of the proposed project is to show the possibiLities of the bond'ing
of gaLvanized products and to identify the best conditions.
From the technotogicaL aspect, the aim wiLL be to prov'ide users with information
on the most suitabLe surface preparation and bonding methods for gatvanized
proclucts and to ascertpin the Limits to the use of the assemblies.
From the scient'ific aspect, the aim is to contribute towards the study of
chem.i ca L bonds between meta L subst rates and organ'i c po Lymers, whi ch wi L L
have a spin-off in other fields such as the adhesion of paints and varnishes.
Appljcant: IRSID - St. Germa'in-en-Laye
Budget: 239.000 ECU
Durat ion: 4 Years
P 1?47:Effects on cotd-roLLed and anneaLed sheet surface cLeanLine
rt'r cu ate and oiL residues
The objective of the proposed research is to evaLuate factot's affect'ing
surface cteanLiness of finished coLd-roLted and anneaLed st1ip.
In particuLar the particutate and oi L contaminants in roLLing emuLsions
whjch resuLt in surface residues wiLL be studied aLong with the steeL base
chemistry and surface roughness, the annealing conditions and surface
o'iL reactions during .nneiL'ing resuLting 'in amorphous carbon or graphite
fo nmat i on .
Surface cLeanLiness of steeL sheet intended for autobody construction has
a significant effect on the adhesion of paint and the subsequent corrosion
res.iitance of the painted product. The cLeanL'iness is infLuenced by:
(a) the amount and nature of the contaminants generated by coLd roLLing of
the steeL
(b) neactjons at strip surfaces during anneaLing whereby very adherent
carbonaceous deposits can be formed-
Appljcant: BSC - London
Budget: 1 63 .5 00 E CU
Durat ion: 2 Years
P 1273: Improvement of the ct
I
This research project is designed to improve the cLeanLiness of coLd-roLLed
sheet by investigiting the reactions between the steel surface and roLting
emuLsions and anneaLing gases, and aLso to further develop measuring
systems for industriaL monitoring-
I
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This shouLd make'it possibLe to identify the characterist'ic factors
affecting strip cLeanliness. The factors found to be appropriate wiLL be
incorporited in industriaL monitoring and quaL'ity controL and the necessary
measuring systems wi L L be deveLoped"
ps5idual5 from preced'i ng mechanical wopkirrg stages aLways rema'i n on the
surface of fLat products. They may stem I'rom chemicaL neact'ions or be
entireLy of mechnicaL orig'in. This appLies to any changes, even of a LocaL
nature, in the chem'icaL composition of tfre steeL surface as a resuLt of
pickL.i ng, greas.i ng, rolL'i ng, cLeaning, artneaL'i ng, cooLing, storage or
contamination.
Under the heading of strip cLeanL'iness, anaLytical checke are normatIy
carried out depending on the intended use of the product.
As far as possible methods of on-Line anaLys'is are to be deveLoped' In
order to do th'is,laboratory research must be accompanied by identi fication
and cLassification of the process-induced chemicaI parameters in the
process itseLf. An attempt wiLL aLso be rnade to simuLate individuaL
phys.ico-chemicaL steps on a labonatory scaLe and to'interpret the resuLts.
bniy after that wiLl it be feasibLe to sort through the results and
incorporate them in an automaticl process controL system. It is conceivabLe
that a orocess can then be controLled according to the initiaL chemicaL
composit ions determined.
Appli cant: EsteL Hoesch - Dortmund
Budset : 707.500 ECU
Duration: ' 3 Years
! !'5-.3-. 
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The conditions under wh'ich coLd forming operations are carried out, whether
on steeL sheet (for exampLe in ithe motor industry) or on bars and sections
for coLd upsetting (mechanical parts) have a great infLuence on the performance
of the finished pioduct. The fabricator must aLso know the optimum conddtions
for carrying out these openations so that he can avoid excessive wear and
tear on his Plant.
The research effort macle two years ago fon steeL sheet must be continued
since the main user, the motor industrY, is stiLL one of the vitaL sectors
for our economy. fverything reLating to this product, and especiaLLy coated
sheet, needs to be studied in order to demonstrate the quaLity criteria of
the fini shed Product.
The idea of quaLity is aLso important 'in the production of parts by coLd
upsetting. partr *.y be rejected because of surface defects that can w'ith-
stancJ surface cfeaning operations,, In the study of these effects, the research
conducted must take into account the existence of such defects so as to
define an acceptabi LjtY Limit.
P 1120: Ldabi Lit and formabiLit of coated steeL sheet
o
t
Because of the need to save fuel the motor industry
of reducing the weight of vehicLes' 0ne poss'ibi Lity
or pLate for the body work and chassis. This caLLs
of corrosion, and especiaLLy res'istance to the saLt
economic angument appreciated by customers in v'iew
has to tackLe the ProbLem
is to use thinner sheet
for a thorough review
used on the roads, 6n
of the increase in
a
t
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purchase Prices.
These conditions provide an incentive for the wider use of coated sheet.
In the not too far distant future the Japanese motor industry is pLanning
to use about 100 kg of coated steel per car, around haLf of which witL
be high-strength steeL sheet. European manufacturers are aLso pLanning to
use a high proportiqn of th'is type of product.
If the use of these steeL-based products, such as sheet that is eLectropLated'
hot-dip gal,vanized or gaLvanized and anneaLed to obtain an iron-zinc aLLoy
on the surface and zincrometat (an organ'ic coating zinc) is to be promoted,
it must be possible to use them economicaLLy. This depends partLy on the
weLdabiLity of the products and partIy on their formabiLity and the behaviour
of the assembI i es .
The proposed project wiLL be Limited to a type of weLding that is particuLarLy
'i mportant for steeI sheet: res'i stance weLding-
The orobLemsto be examined concern the quality of the weLded spots, in
partjcuLar resistance to corrosion,.
ALthough data are atready avaiLabLe for conventionaL gaLvan'ized steeL, there
is very LittLe information on steeL gaLvanized on one face, attoy type coatings(gaLvanized and anneaLed), zincrometaL or coatings of zinc with 5'A aLuminium.
AppLicant: CRM - Lidge
Budget z 287.500 ECU
Duration: 3 years
In most coLd-form'i ng appL'i cations at present steel bars are used after
scaLojno.This operation removes aLmost atL the surface defects (geometricaL,;;;h:;i;;L or chemicat), but it is extremeLy costLy and can be risky if it
is not weLL done.
The aim of this research is to find simpLer methods of surface preparation
that produce parts without defects. It is necessary to have formabiL'ity
criteria taking into consideration both the intrins'ic properties of the
metaL and the surface Properties.
I
The research being done at Present
test p'i eces, and therefore does not
vitaL'i mportance.
The upsetting
but g'ives no
reLates onLy to tests on machined
cover surface defects, despite their
test used for coLd upsetting steels shows up surface defects
prec'ise idea of how harmful they are-
The aim of the proposed research is to deveLop from the quantitative aspect
test methods for identifying acceptabLe surface states on different parts
and thus ensuring that the surface state is suited to actuaL requirements.
AppLicant: IRSID - St. Germa'in-en-Laye
C reusot Lo i re - F'i rm i nY
Budget: 382,500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
I
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In th.is f ieLd the research reLates in parti cuLar to the f at'igue behaviour
of welded assembLies. As aLready mentioned earL'i erl the motor industry'i s
an 'important economic sector and its efforts must be backed up by heLping
it to put on the market cars that meet both safety criteria and service Life
requirements. For this purpose, iand in the Light of energy considerations
as 1^1eLL, new steeL grades aLLowing a reduct'ion in the weight of vehic[es
have beln deveLoped. The conditions for the form'ing and assembty of these
steeLs are studied eLsewhere. It is also necessary to determine their
fat'igue behaviour under their specific conditions of service.
The need for Lightweight components and for cheaper manufacturing processes
.is feLt very strongLy today by the automobiLe industry which seizes every
opportunity to use neh, materiaLs that hav'e a mone favourabLe cost-to-
performance ratio.
In the case of structuraL components, steeLmakers have met the growing
competition of other materiaLs by introducing h'igh-strength steeLs.
There is, however, a second possibLe Line of defence regard'ing the uses
to which steeL can be put, which in fact, makes'it possible to redesign
a wide range of mechanicaL components on the basis of far Lower safety
factors than those requ'ired by the new materiaLs adopted in the automotive
fi eLd.
Two fundamentaL guideLine criteria can bet foLLowed:
'- the reduction of the mass of the component,
- the seLection of a substitute steeL hav'ing a more favourabLe cost-to-
performance rating"
Before these criteria can be adopted, however, exist'ing speciatized methods
for the characterization of materiaLs must be further deveLoped and'improved
so as to rate each type of steeL scheduLed for promotion on the basis of
those rnechanicaL properties which, taken as a whoLe, w'iLL prov'ide a better
performance in the appLications for which the steeL is particutarLy weLI
su'i t ed .
At operative LeveL, the objects are:(i) to obtain and make avaiLable, in
cLassified form, data on the behaviour of spec'ific types of steeL under
cycLic clynamic Loading conditions; (ii) to use the data as basis for
caLcuLating the predicted fatigue Life of structunaL components made out
of such stee L s ,
In addition, it is irrtended to r:aLcuLate service Life expectanc'i es for a
certain number of typicaL structuraL condit'ions.
The forecasts made wiLL be compared with the resuLts g'iven by experimentaL
bench tests and with the data reported in actuaL case histories.
AppLjcant: CSM - Roma
Budget: 262.000 ECU
Duration: 1 year
a
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P 1174: Predi
supelloritV of steeL as a matrri aL for automotire components
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In order to understand brittte fracture phenomena in weLded structures it
is necessary both to undertake basic research and to carry out fuLL scaLe
tests. These two requirements are refLected in the proposed research projects,
which plan to study the inftuence of precipitates at grain boundaries and
ways of strengthening cohesion, and to investigate the effects of susceptibiLity
to brittLe fracture in actual structures such as gas pipeLines. This apptication
.is particutarLy important for our economy and operating safety requirements
are very important in this industriaL sector.
P 1089: Influence of residuq! elqments o
crackinq of carbon steeLs
Unal,l,oyed carbon steeLs are known to be suceptibLe to intergranuLar stress
.o.rorion cracking (IGSCC) in various eLectroLytes, especiaLly nitrates but
also caust,ic soLutions of carbonates, hydrogen carbonates or hydrox'i des-
The IGSCC propensity of steeIs depends on the mechanicaL stress, the type
and concentration of the environment and on the etectrode potent'iaL.
In the service fai Lure of h.i gh pressure gas p'i peL'i nes carbonates are, most
probabty, the active crack initiating media. However, in the IGSCC of high-
temperatlre bLast furnace stoves, faiLure 1atas attributed to a condensate
.oni.ining a high nitrate concentration. IntergranuLar fracture has aLso
been obseived in stress cracking of the h'igh-strength steels used for
reinforcing barS in concrete Structures, the environment here being a caustic
sotution oi Ca(0H)r. Atso IGSCC is a probLem with boiter-steeLs and a
range of Low-a L LoY-stee L s.
The overaLL aim of the project is to determine the ef{ects of impurity eLements
in una[toyed and very [ow a[oyed carbon steeLs on their susceptibitity to
IGSCC in di fferent electrotYtes.
ThiS wiLl provide a basis for spec'ifications for residuaLs that are
sufficient but not over-restrictive. This approach wiLL Lead to a better
undenstanding of stress corrosion cracking and hence makes it poss'ibLes to
estabL'ish remediaL action and to prov'ide a prognosis of behaviour outside
the Limited tests proposed in th'is project'
AppIicants: NPL - Teddington
Max PLanck Institut - Di.issetdorf
Budget: 483.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 Years
P 1090: ALLeviation of intergr-^anuLar fajLure in stI@
of steeLs !y rare earth metaL aoottrons
The obj".a * *e proposed research is to defjne the effects of residuats
on intergranuLar.ir"tt corrosion cracking and through measurements of the
segregation and the cracking properties as weLL as through thermomechanicaL
calcuLations to define the acceptabte range of rare earth additions in
commercial practice to ga'in acceptabLe immunity to stress corrosion cracking
'in archetypaL Low-aL LoY steeLs -
Numenous examples of intergranular stress corrosion faiLures may be cited
and, of the low-alLoy steels that are involved, 2 114 7. Cr-Mo and tow
trti-Cr-Mo-V steets form archetypaL catgories.0ne cLear route to remove
:
t
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residuaL impurities from the grain boundalies is to use uLtra-Low residuaL
steeLmaking processes such as are being deveLoped in Japan. These processes
are stiLL some way off in Europe and miy invoLve inacceptabLe economic penaLties
as weLL as inferior properties in spec'ific instances. An aLternative route
which has shown prom'ise in Laboratony scaLe meLts at NPL'is that of nare
earth metal addjtions to the steeL to fix the'impurit'ies in precipitates.
This route shows promise in terms of both r:ost and effectiveness but many
questions concerning its transference into commerciaL practice remain
unanswered.
The proposed research programme consists in thermodynamic caLcuLations to
estabLish the reactions of rare earth metaLs in the archetypat Z 1/4 % Cr'ltlo
and low Ni-Cr-Mo-V steeLs to estabLish the products formed as a function
of the rare earth metaL content. These caLcuLations wiLL refer to the
equiLibrium situation and may or may not refLect the respective vatues for
commercjaL practice. However, they provide a baseLine scientific framework
from which to carry out the experimentaL programme.
AooLicants: BSC - London
NPL - Teddington
Budget: 1 83 .000 E CU
Durat ion: 2 years
P 11762 Prediction of ductiLe fracture ropaqation of line thr
Laboratory tests
Accurate pred.iction of the fracture behaviour of Large-d'iameter gas pipe Lines
is a probLem which has not yeat been compLeteLy soLved, despite'important
work carried out in this fieLd by various ItaLian and foreign research estabLish-
ments. In acjdition, the cases which have remained unresoLved are preciseLy
those of greater interest for the deveLopment of improved pipe L'ine design
and materiaLs, i.e.: thick-waILed pipes (appt"ox.25 mm) and high-strength
steeLs (grade API X80).
The causes determin'ing the reduced capacity to arnest ductiLe fracture
shown by these materjaLs during recent fuLL-scaLe tests are stiLL far from
cLearr 6ut it'is commonLy heLd that there are two reasons for these
disappo'inting resuLts: on the one hand, for quenched and tempered materiaLs
the reduced pLasticity reveaLed, for exampLe, by their Low strain harden'ing
ccefficients and on the other hand, for controLLed roLLed steets difficutties
associated with quantifying the effects of separation'
The most recent initiative of the European PjpeLine Research Group (EPRG)(round robin on embrittLed BatteLLe test specimens) and an ECSC programme
carried out by the BSCi both emphasize the need for in-depthfracture mechanics
studies for the purpose of deveLop'ing a nehl Laboratory test to repIace the
charpy test. In fact, for obvious technicaL and economic reasons, it is not
possi6t* to reIy exciursiveLy on fuLL-scaLe tests for studying and deveLop'ing
new types of materiaLsr for naturaL gas pipe Linesl such test shouLd be
reserved for the final 'inspection of materiaLs at industrial LeveL.
The main object of ther proposed research progr"amme is to provide indications
for a more accurate prediction of the ductile fracture behaviour of gas
pipe Iine by (a) a better under^standing of the strain and fracture
patterns of the pipe and (b) a more effective test evaLuation of the materiaLs
through laboratorY tests.
AooLicant: CSM - Roma
)
I
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Budgett 213.500 ECU
Durat ion: 2 Years
p 12132 Influence of the state of stress on tlre deformation and fracture of
The a.im of much research on Laboratory test pieces is to provide neLiabLe
ouantitative data on the resistance of buiLding components to faiLure.
Large-scaIe tests provide an opportunity of verify'ing the transferabiLity of
taboratory test resuIts to buitdlng components/ as the dimensions invoLved
are very much nearer to the size of actual components than are the smatL
test pi eces norma L IY used.
In the proposed research project experiments wiLL be carried out on Large test
p.ieces, in cooperation with the experts of the VDEh committee for research
on the susceptibiLity of steeL to brittLe fracture. These test pieces wiLL
have surface and side notches of various depths and lengths so as to exhibit
different mu[tiaxiaI states of stress, if possibLe up to the pLane strain
condit'ion, uu"n rith fuLLy pIastic behaviour. The aim is to produce in Large
test pieces states of stress' even with Large pLastic deformations, of the
kind ihat actuaLLy occur in 6uiLd'ing components and to obtain quantitative
data on the ensuing deformation and fracture behav'iour.
AppLicant: Technische HochschuLe - Aachen
Budget z 665.000 ECU
Durat i on: 3 Yea rs
The proposed research programme is based upon two principaL objectives' In
the first instance it is intended that the effects of pLastic strain rate
on shear fracture propagat'ion comparing the performance of normaLized,
controLLed rotLed, roiL-r quenched and tempered and quenched and tempered
steeIs shouLd be evaluated in order to determine the infLuence of microstructurat
characteri stics on the fracture parameters. Th'i s work is d'i rectLy retated
to the observation recentLy made that bainitic steeLs exhibit a different
strain rate dependence compared with the conventionaL ferrite-pearLite
steeLs, and that this difference in behaviour has been shown to have a
significant infLuence on the performance of these steels as assessed by
fulL scaLe burst tests-
The current EPRG proposaL for further fuLL-scale burst tests cLearLy indicates
the probabLe use of higher-strength materiaLs and thus supports the importance
of the proposed laboratory studies.
The second object'ive of the proposed work is based upon the desire to determ'ine
accurate vaLues from high strain rate conventionat impact tests on materiaLs
from past and future ECSC-ERPG programmes, usjng the recommended test pieces
and test techniques.
ThefinatoutcomeofthisworkwiLLbe.intheformofrecommendedfracture
specificat'ion requirements necessary to guarantee pipeline safety, taking
into account pipeline design (diameter, thickness and operat'ing pressure)
and the characteristics of the steeLs used in the pipel-ine manufacture.
Applicant: BSC - London
t P 1?53: Characterization of c-rack arrest -touqhness in qas.transmissione thear fracture Pro
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Budgetl. 176.500 ECU
Durat ion: 2 years
!!,5-'0-!ieh 
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A speciaL effort is being made here so as to provide steeLmakers and designers
with alL the cJata they need to'improve the mechanicaL properties of these
steeL grades, since they are used for components subjected in service to
extremeLy severe temperature conditions, often combined with high pressures.
EspeciaLLy when used in power stations, such components have to wjthstand
not onLy high pressures and temperatures but aLso Load variations resuLting
from fLuctuations in user demand.0perat'ing safety criteria have to be adhered
to and the econom'ic aspect of power station operation aLso has to be taken
into account (maintenance, repLacement of components before faiLure to avoid
accidents).
P 1104: Steel and fabrication requirements in coaL uti Lization technoLgY
This research started in 1981 (see written procedure E/121/81 of 18 February
1981 - proposaL P 951). For budget reasons 60 % oI the amount was granted in
1980 and the remaining 40 % was to be'incLuded in the 1982 budget. It wilL
be recaLLed that the main points tackLed in this research, the resuLts of
which are expected in the second ha[f of 1982, are as foLLows:
- materiaL used, characterizat'ion, definition of requirements
- code of good practice for steeL components
- compatibiLity of existing data with fabricating criteria
- fabrication possib"i Lities and quaLity controL (steeLmakers and designers).
AppLicant: BSC - Lon<jon
Budget: 90.000 ECU
Durat 'ion: 1 yea r
P 1177: Effect of microstr"ucturer and impuritis on crack propagation in creep
The rlur.abiLity of structuraL components operating at eLevated temperatures is
normaLLy rated on the basis of the resutts g'iven by creep strength tests
performed at the duty temperature of the component.
The designer, however, can reLy on the informat'ion suppLied by this k'ind of
test onLy when he carr safeLy assume that: (1) the working Load (and therefore
the strain) is distributed event.y over the entine cross-section of the component,('ii) the component i:; free from pre-existing defects; (iii) no LocaL cracks
or defects are LikeLy to deveLop with time in the Loaded componenet.
The vaLidity of this procedure has often been chaLLenged during recent years
for two reasons:
1. Ample experimentaL proof exists that structunaL components, especiaLLy
thick and very thick components, are often defective prior to their
instaLLation owing to undetected internaL cracks, such as can form
for exampLe in the heat-affected and fusion zones of weLded joints.
2. Creep damage, together with eventuaL fat'i gue cond'i tions, can sometimes
Lead to the nucLeation of cracks at a very earLy date when replacement
a
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of the component may be unnecessary and. in any case, uneconom'icaL.
The purpose of the pnoposed research programme is to increase knowLedge by(i) determining the infLuence of (a) residuaL eLements (type and concentrat'ion),(b) micnostructure, and (c) grain size on the nucLeation, growth and
pnopagation of cracks in Low-aLIoyed ferritic steeLs subjected to creep;(ii) acquiring further and more detaiLed information on the seLective
segregation phenomena that take pLace on the surface of micro-cracks durinQ
creep.
Two materiaIs wiLt be investigated:
1Cr-1Mo-O.25V steeL for h'igh-pressure rotors,
?.25 Cr-1Mo steeI for steam pipes.
Each steeL wiLL be investigated in two compositions characterized by
different contents of P, As, Sn, Sb, Cu and S.
AppL'icant: CSM - RomaBudget: 262.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
As a resutt of the increasing demand for higher pnoduct'ivity LeveLs in the
fieLd of hot workjng, manufacturers are being impeLLed to study means of
'improving operating practices in order to (a) find cheaper and more rationaL
production methods, and (b) reduce quaLity fLuctuations and save power by
suitabLe standardjzation of the reLated manufacturing procedures.
The research work reported in the literature is mainLy concerned with
probLems associated with the dimensional change and internal soundnes of
the component and deals onLy in a minor tllay with probLems assiciated with
the microstructuraL evoLution of the materiaL during the dimensional
change. These Latter probLems, however, ane of fundamentaL'importance in
reLation to the effects on structuraL homogene'ity, g'iven (a) the highLy
divers'ified types of strain which can be produced during hot forging, and(b) the sensitivity of the materiaL to thermomechanicaL wonking.
There is reason to believe that an effective approach to the probLem of
improv'ing hot-fonging practices shouLd be based on the simuLtaneous
consideration of both aspects, i.e.:
dimensionaI changes and reLated stress pattern;
microstructuraI evoLution consequent on dimensionaL change and the
thermal conditions of ooeration.
The object of the proposed research programme is to study the probLems
mentioned above.
AppIicant: CSM - Roma
Budget z 322.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
1)
?)
;
1)
?)
MjcrostructuraL properties of steeL for Large components for the
energy,industry as a function of operating variabLes in thermo-
chemicaL treatment
I
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Behaviour of steeLs f use at elevated te ratures in thermaL
eLectricit rat i L ant ratinq with cycLicaL Load variations
The medium term management pLan for power stations,'in ItaLy for exampLe,
consists of using a number of high-capacity units during steady-state operation
and bringing in other units at peak periods-
The design criteria normalLy used for steel tubing are based on creep and
time yietd data obtained under constant Load.
The aim of the research is to define the behaviour of a high-temperature
ferritic steeL under the service conditions appl'icabLe to tubing'in thermo-
electric power stations that are designed for discontinuous operation to
cope with an eLectricity demand that fLuctuates in a daiLy cycLe.
The steeL chosen is 12 Cr Mo91Cl (Euronorn t*3'72) which today seems the most
promis.ing material for the construction of ferritic tubingz Since it appears
to have ihe opt.imum properties to meet the combinat'ion of frequentIy confLicting
requirements concerning strength, reLiabi Lity, and economy.
AppL i cant: Da Imi ne - Mi Lano
Budget: 224.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
12162 Improvement of the creep !"up!uts-indl hness behaviour of high
temoerature turbine steeLs
H'i gh-temperature turbine steeLs are required to have a good creep rupture
stiength combined w'ith adequate toughness properties. High toughness must
be guiranteed both in the deLivery state and after Long periods in service'
SeveraL ECSC-aided research projects have aLready been carried out on the
improvement of the service properties of NiCrMoV steeLs. These have shown
that the microstructure (martensite/bainite) r grdin size, chemicaL composition
and.i n particuLar^ the content of residuaLs and the strength LeveL have a
great infLuence on toughness. The main effect of the content of residuaLs is
io increase grain boundary segregation of phosphorous and tin, thereby reducing
intergranuLai cohesion and causing brittLe fracture. The research indicates
that ihe service nange of the l'liCrMoV steels can be extended by further
reduc'i ng the phosphot us content.
For forgings of 1 % CrMoV steeL, there has also been a tendency recentty
to make increasing use of ingots with a low siLicon content mgLted by the
VCD process becauie 
"ny srsceptibiLity to temper embrittlement can be further^reduced in th'i s way.
Insufficient reseanch has as yet been conducted on the infLuence of a Lower
siLiccn content in VCD meLts.
Under th'is progi.amme more exhaustive nesearch wiLL be carried out on seLected
test pieces from the above mentionned ECSC research project; this wiLL
i nc L ude:
- creeo ruotune tests
- ageing
- fracture toughness and instrumented notch impact tests
- microanaLysis and microstructre.
a
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AppLicant: VDEh - D0sseLdorf
Budget: 201.000 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
P 1254: ELevated-temperature cracking of high temperatune steeLs
A considerabte amount of work has been carried out (ECSC contract) on the
effects of grain size and stress state on the nucLeation and growth of
intergranutar cavitation in fernitic high-temperature steeLs which Leads
to high temperature cracking. The results of this work have shown that the
rupture Life can be caLcu[ated from observed cavity nucLeat'ion fates, but
there is LittLe knowLedge of the factors controLLing the cavity nucLeation
rate. The cavity nucLeation rate is of major s'ign'ificance in controlLing
the high temperature cracking of pipe, header and boLting steels such as
1 % Cr-112 74 l\o, 2 114 % Cr-1 % Mo, and 21CrMoV5.7, aLL of which suf fer inter-
granutar cracking to some degree, particuLarLy when coarse gra'in sizes are
present. This type of crack'ing is particularLy prevaLent in 1%Cr-1/2%14o, and 2.1/4%Cr-
1%Mo weLd HAZts. It is proposed that the nature of the cavity nucLeation
sites shouLd be defined and the factors controLLing cavity nucLeation rates
be examined.
One of the objectives of the present workrthenefore, is to estabLish the
factors controLting cavity nucLeation but the work wouLd aLso be of direct
appLication to studies of remnant L'ife, which is a subject of considerabLe
iinportance to operators of steam-generating ptant, other high-temperature
pressure vesseLs and pot"ler-generating pLant-
The jnformation obtained wiLL be used to assess the rupture Life of these
materiats in terms of cavity nuc[eation and growth as in earLier work, where
.it is suggested that the ability to pred'ict cavity nucteation rates witt
provide alL the information required to predict creep rupture Lives in the
regimes of stress and temperature where cracking 'i s the opprat'i ve f a j Lure
mode. Such a modeL wouLd aLso provide the necessary background for the
pred'iction of remnant Life in high-temperature components-
AppLicant: BSC - London
Budget: 265.500 ECU
Durat ion 3 years
tl=2.2-91 Jgbere-!cs,!ne!egY
The proposed work consists of a continuation of the research started in 1981-
Because of budget restrictions, it was agreed that the totaL aid granted
woutd be spread over 1981 and 1982.
Servi ce st r h of weLded offshore structures in seawater with
@n." to .r".k propagution ln""s,t"tents "nd pott-
weLd trlajment to increase fatigue strength
This work covers:
The effects of TIG treatment of the weLd
Checks on test p'i eces
Crack initiation and propagation
Inftuence of corrosion
I
I
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InfLuence of cathodic Protection
InfLuence of a eoating on corrosion fatigue
App L jcants: Fraunhofen Institut fur Betriebsfestigkeit - Danmstadt
IndustrieanLagen BetriebsgeseLLschaft - 0ttobrunn
Budget z 322.000 ECU
Durat ion: 2 yea rs
I !'2'.9'-ligh!-9,!r g 9!slce
This is one of the most sensitive areas in which steeL is used. ALthough
there have been some successfuL technicaL achievements - often impressive
in their audacity - steeL construction is hampered in our countries by
reguLat'ions gearerj to the use of traditionaL bui Lding materiaLs, which do
not take account of the specific properties of steeL. It is therefore
necessary to put constant pressure on the authorities concerned to remedy
the situation.
Corros'ion of steeL structuraL melnbers inside bui Ldi
Extensive research has already been carried out on the protection of steeL
structures against corrosion, even under the most extreme condit'ions, but
there is a Lack of documentation on the minimum requirements to be met
by such protection for steeL members s'ituated in reLativeLy safe areas
of a buiLding. As wideLy differing cLimatic zones can exist within the
same buiLding, a variety of protective measures are required and must be
practicabLe. In order to heLp the constructionaL steelwork industry to
overcome th'is disadvantage, this research project aims to determine those
measures that are absoLuteLy necessary, depending on outside inftuences '
Suggestions for tai Lqr-made versions of corrosion protection wi L L aLso be
made.
The purpose of the proposed research is:
(a) to obtain the necessary experimentaL and theoret'icaLty information for
the formuLation of rational and s'impLe recommendations on the protection
against corrosiorr of steeL members inside bui Ld'ings;
(b) to provide evidence to enabLe existing recommendations to be simpLified
and reLaxed where corrosion probLems are of minor importance or even
non-existent/ as is frequentLy the case inside bui Ldings.
AppLicant: European Convention for ConstructionaL SteeLwork - Rotterdam
Budget z 34.500 ECU
Durat ion: 1 yea r
P 1129: C ter-assisted anaLys'i s of the f'! re resistance of steeL and
combined steeL/concrete structures
The punpose of this research is to devise a computer programme to anaLyse
the overaLL fire res'istance of a three-dimensionaL steeL framework made up
of various sections, either without protection or protected by various types
of material (such as ptaster/ fibregLass insuIating materiaL or vermicuLite-
based insuLating materiaL), or used in a combined steeL/concrete structure-
prev.ious research resuLts wilL be incorporated into this design code. Research
wiLL be carriecj out in two stages, onLy the first of which is inciuded in
o
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th'is proposaL and invoLves:
- devising the caLcutation method; the resuLts obtained wiLL be compared
with those of tests on structures aIready buiLt or under construction.
- adapting the code for the purposes of computer-aided des'ign which takes
the form of a non-[inear programme of three-dimensionaL static anaLys'is
deaLing with transient fieLds'in connection with temperatures and constraints.
- During the first stage there wiLt be tests on buiLding components and
tests to study beam-column interactions-
AppLicant: Arbed - Luxembourg
Budset: 291.500 ECU
Durat ion: Z years
P 1 130: tat i st i ca L surve f the infLuence of st ucturaL fire resistan
osses due to tr re in industriaL buiLdi
0n the basi s of surveys on actuaL bui Ld'ing
that have occurred in one-storey buiLdings,
the possibte correIations between:
- the degree of fire stabiLity and the Losses due to fire;
- the initiaL caLorific potentiaL of the buiLding and the tosses due
to fi re.
The most objective way of eXpressing "Losses due to fire" wiLL be exam'ined,
for instan.i Uy catcuiat'ing the ratio between the direct cost of the Losses
and the initjaI cost of boifr the buiLcJing and its contents. Losses wiLL
aLso invoLve, aS the case may be, the compensation paid for any insurance
aEainst the Loss of exPLoitation.
Analyses wiLL aLso be carried out.as far as poss'ibLe to determine the
'infLuence exerted upon Losses due to fire by:
- various means of protection such as smoke paths, automatic fire extinguishing
systems, partit'i on waLts;
- construction of waLls and roofs with Location of Lighting areas;
- nature of inner structures (suspended roof structures, suspended
cei Lings, thermaL insuLat'ion).
particuLar cases amongst the various disasters examined wiIt be seIected for
use as educationaL r"Iu.iaL to iLLustrate the actuat fire behaviour of the
st ructures.
Applicants: CTICM - Puteaux
TNO - Delft
Budget: 263.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 years
! !,5- *2' 
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in this sector an understanding of the phenomena occurring in the making
of the steeL is of vitat'importance if the producer is to be able to provide
users with a product that !,,i LL meet their technicaL and technotog'icaL
reouirements and their need to remain competitive. It is therefore essentiaL
fi res and espec i a L ly on fi res
t he proposed studY wi I L estab L i s h
I
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to continue research in a number of fieLds; this appL'ies to the basic research
proposed on quant'itative metaLLurgy, the basic and appLication-oriented reseanch
on such subjects as the deveLopment of Low-Loss eLectricaL sheet and the
study of machinabiLity which shouLd heLp workshops to reduce production
cost s .
P 1091: I rovement of the m tic characteristics and service rties
of non-oriented , conca st steeL
The production, transport and use of eLectricity necessariLy invoLve the use
of magnetic circuits for operation of the reLevant electricaL machinery.
These circuits are generaLLy obtained from cores made up of eLectricaL
sheet, coLd roLLed in the form of bLanks, Less than one miLl.imetre thick
and described commerciaLLy in terms of Loss (expressed in watts) per unit of
weight when magnet'ized at a predetermined magnetic induction and frequency.
In the case of non-oriented siLicon steeL sheets, i.e. those more commonLy
used commerciaLLy, the situation varies according to whether the s'i Licon
contents is above or beLow approx'imateLy 1.1 %. t,jith regard to motors used
for domest'ic purposes and industriaL motors with a capacity of onLy a few
kt^I, there has been a tendency in recent years to repLace sheet with a Low
si Licon content with carbon steeL sheet suppLied 'in the semi-processed
state, simpLy because it is cheaper and despite the fact that the quaLity'is
poorer from the po'int of view of energy diss'ipation. This is because users
of this type of sheet tend to cut down the cost of eLectric motors at the
expense of their effic'i encY.
This trend couLd be reversed if a guarantee of quaLity were aLso introduced
for these products and if account were taken not onLy of the init'iat cost,
but aLso of cost nesuLting from energy d'issipation during operation of such
machinery.
It is estimated that the cost of steel can be reduced by around 10 % by
us'ing continuous casting. UnfortunateLy, the magnetic properties of non-
or.iented concast si Licon steeLs are inferior to those in 'ingot form in that
the former have fineLy distributed oxide incLusions which have an adverse
effect on the vaLue of the hysteresis Losses.
The proposed research programme is divided into two parts:
- 
post-refinement processing of si Licon steeL to improve the propertjes
of non-oriented concast eLectricaL steeL.
-'insuLating coating for non-oriented steeL with exceLLent characteristics
from the point of view of shearing.
AppL i cants: Terni - Ter"ni
CSM - Roma
Budget: 419.500 ECU
Durat ion; ? 1 /2 years
P 1092: New Lit'ies of non-oriented electricaL sheet for the construction
of maqnetic circu'i ts
The aim is to obtain new grades of non-oriented eLectricaL sheet for magnet'ic
circuits, and in particuLar the stators of high-powered rotat'ing machines.
It is pLanned to study the interactions between residuaL impurities and
manufacturing processes cons'i sting of successi ve roL Ling and annea ['ing
o
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operations, using materiaLs and conditions giving a cubic-type primary
recrystatLization texture. The aim wiLL be to anaLyse the ways primary
recrystatLization textures are formed and their dependence on impurities in
order to reguLate manufacturing parameters so as to obtain a product of
higher quaLity than the best non-oriented 3 % siLicon sheet currentLy on
the market.
The research wiLt be conducted on a ferrite containing not more than 3 %
of aLLoying eIements (siLicon and/or aLuminium) in order to retain adequate
saturation. In such materiaL, it is sufficient to obtain a cub'ic-type texture,
even jt this is not perfect, in order to have a more favourabLe configuration
of the eLementary fieLds than in conventional non-oriented sheet, and this
brings about an improvement in usefuL magnet'ic propert'ies: specific Losses
in the IongitudinaI and transverse directions, Losses in a rotating fieLd
and the approach to saturat'i on.
AppLicant: Creusot Loire- St. CheLy drapcher
Budget z ?O6.500 ECU
Duration: 2 1/2 years
haracteristics required for the fabricatioQ of l neer.l arts
in miCro-aLtoved steeLs'in the form of bars and sect ions not
quenched and tempered
Increasing attention is Likety to be focused on the possibiLities of sav'ing
energy in the heat treatment of speciaL steeLs. The addition of microatLoy-
ing etements to steeLs whose carbon content is (approximateIy) between 0-35 %
"na 
0.5 7. Sives them considerab[e strength properties w'ith the resutt
tha!, for some uses, quench'ing and tempering can be eL'iminated, and the we'ight
of components made from these steels can be reduced through designs which
take account of the increased strength.
The research project is organ'ized as foLLows:
(a) devetopment of continuous casting of microaLLoy steeL in bars and/or
biLLets and subsequent roLLing in a single heat, as against simiLar
steeLs produced by teeming in ingot forml
(b) thorough assessment of the mechnicaI characteristics obtained for
bars and biILets by means of controlLed cooL'ing using the roLiing
temperature and with vary'ing degrees of reduction by coLd drawing;
(c) experimentaL evaLuation of aLL the characteristics essentiaI to the
designer and user, both aften hot forg'ing and after chip-forming machining
of mechanicaL components (from drawn bars), as compared with quenched
and tempered steets.
AppLicant: Teksid - Torino
Budget: 374.500 ECU
Durat i on: 2 yea rs
P 1122: Quantitative metatLognaphy
In the research under the heading of quantitative metaL Lography aLready
conducted h,ith ECSC support, the probLem of measuring grain size has onLy
been tackted as a subsidiary aspect, in particuLar during the comparison of
measurements carried out'in the different institutes tak'ing part in the research.
It 1^1as then found that aLthough the mean diameter coutd be measured fairLy
reLiabLe and with a reasonabLe degree of reproducibiLity, the frequency
I
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distnibution of the d'iameters was much tess easy to determine'
Today, using computer process'ing of data from an image anaLyser' it is
possibLe to go very much farther than a somewhat"approx'imate estimate of
the average grain size, and in particuLar to pLot the grain size
frequency distribution curve-
It wouLd seem extremeLy usefuL to undertake a criticaL review of measuring
methods and criteria cababLe of characterizing grain size di stribution in
steeL.
This study w'iLL not 'ignore the compLexity of the microstructure, i 'e' an
effort wiLL also be made to solve the problem of measuring the size of
non-poLygonat and non-i sotropi c arains-
AppLicant: CRM - Liege
o
Budget: 151.500 ECU
Duration: 3 Years
12212 Statistical descriptron of non-metatLjc inctusions in steeIs for
ilatuation ;itfr sfandar@ automated machine
In deveLoping new steeI grades and in quaLity controL the degree of
purity of the steets is evaLuated on the basis of standard series' It is
theorLt'icaLLy possibte to use automatic'image anaLysers but th'is proce-
clure is stiLL too costty for most quaLity controL operations. ConsequentLy
smalL firms'in particuLar wiLI have to continue to use standard series'
The stanciard images are at present made up from visuaL observation of
the microstructure. The condit'ions of the mathemati caL equations
describing the microstructure are onLy incompteteLy futfi ILed and the
.images themseLves are so poorLy defined that, for exampLe, they cannot
be ieproduced by a computer from the data given for representation
purooses. It is not possibLe to use the standard series in order to
deveLop a method for the quantitative description of non-metaLLic
'incLusions by means of image anaLysers measuring geometri cat parameters
that can be directLy correLated with properties'
To overcome this probLem, it is necessary to deveLop a statisticaL method
of describing non-metaLLic inclusions by stereologicaI parameters- Us'ing
this cjescripiion, a computer must then draw images reproducing the
measured distribut'ion. If these images are used as standard series, a
description of the microstructure wiLL be obtained that is simitar to
that given by image anatysers. The onLy difference is that the accuracy
wiLL be higher with the automatic'image anaLyser than with the use of
st andat'd ser i e s.
preLim.inary work has shown that it is possibte to transLate the statis-
ticaL data on the arrangement and grain size of incLus'ions into standard
images drawn by a computer. Consequently it has been established that
the proposed methodoLogy 'is f easibIe.
AppL'i cant : lvlPl-Dihssetdorf
)
Budget: 319.000 ECU
Duration: 3 Years
P 1226:Influence of stresses genera!ei oxi de Layers on r!?g-4-9t.! r ro-
non-oriented etectri caL sheet
f
During the finaL anneating operation on coLd-roLLed non-oriented eLectricaL
I
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sheet, oxide Layers appear on the surface of the sheet. These are
essentiaIty formed of oxid'ized incLusions of the aLLoying eLements
siLicon and aLuminium. The 1.1ay in which these Layers form and change
during anneating, depending on the composition of the aLtoy and the
anneaLing conditions, has atneady been studied.
This research showed that, during the high-temperature stage in the finaL
anneaL'ing operation, the aluminium dispLaces the si Licon outside the
oxidized bond which occurs in the fietd of internat oxidation, to the
boundary of the oxidizer/metaL phases, Consequently it is assumed
that the poor adhesion of the oxidizer after a short hoLd'ing period at
high temperature (about one m'inute) is due to the fact that an aLuminium
o*idu Layer forms at the boundary of the oxidizer/metal phases. This aLso
expLains why extensive changes in mechanical tension between the oxidizer
and the ground mass are found.
In the proposed research project, a simulation study wiLL be made of the
usuaL short anneaIing method in the continuous furnace in order to
determine any differences betueen the Laboratory tests and fuIL-scaLe
resutts by comparative measurements-
Appljcant: StahLwerke Bochum - Bochum
Budget z 382.000 ECU
Duration: 2 1/2 years
parameters
The importance of eLectrotechnicaL steeL strip as a product possessing
speciat properties necessary for the construction of the magnet'ic circuits
of transformers, motors and generators is aLready wetL recognized. It is
proposed that research should be undertaken on the non-oriented range
of electrotechni caL steeLs because:
non-oriented grades now predominate as the targest market component in
terms of tonnes and it is tonnes throughput which ensures the viabi^
Lity of a steeL strip works.
there is an increasing requirement that energy shouLd be conserved
by mak'ing eLectricaL machines more efficient, especialLy the Larger
rotuting machines where tocaI and overaLI power Loss can be very high-
the European steeL producers must remain at the forefront of the
technoLogy of eLectnotechnicat steeL pnoduct'ion, particuIarLy since
that cLass of materiaI is techno[ogicatLy strategic. UtiLisation of
etectric power in consumer durabLes depends on readjLy avaitabte non-
oriented grades of suitabLe magnetic and physicaI quatity (controLLed
hardness for stamPabi IitY, etc- )
the trends which must be catered for are:
. an improved quaLity of machine without increase in cost or aLterna-
tiveLy, avaiLabiLity of Less efficient machines at very reduced
cost.
. a reduction in the price which good core materiat can command or
avaitabil.ity of better core materiaL at existing market price tevels.
The proposed research programme on non-oriented eLectrotechnicaL steeLs
is seen as consisting of texture studies in fuIty^anneaLed siLicon-
bealing non-oriented eLectrotechn'icaL steeLs and the development of
t
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methods of measurement to correlate data derived from experimentaI
materiaL; mechanicaL properties and magnetic measurement techniques
suitabLe for rotating machines (rotating fLux and hysteresis Ioss etc.),
the effects of crystaLLographic texture groups on the vaLue of Youngrs
Modu L us .
AppLjcant: BSC - London
Budget: 179.000 ECU
Duration: 2 112 years
P 1260: Machinabi Lity of engineering steeLs
The objective of the research proposat is to optimise the microstructure
and mechanicaI properties of engineering steeLs in order to achieve
maxiqum machinabiLity and to examine systematicaLLy the infLuence of
bright drawing, reeLing and grinding on the machinab'iLity of these steeLs-
Many eng'ineering steeLs are subjected to pre-mach'ining processes such
as 6right drawing or reeLing'in order to meet the shape and size toLerance
requirements of modern machine tooLs. However, tittLe systematic work
has been carried out on the effects of those coLd-working operat'ions
on the mach'ining performance of the steeLs. In addition to the
acquisition of these data, the potentiaL for optimizing the prior
microstructure wi Ll be investigated.
In this proposed research programme sampLes of suitabLe steeL types wiLL
be seLected from production casts to refLect the popuLar usage of direct-
hardening and case-hardening carbon and aILoy steeLs as vleLL as austen'i-
t'i c stainLess steeL.
The seLected steeLs wiLL be heat treated either in the Iaboratory or
in a production furnace to generate different microstructure and mecha-
nicaL properties,
Each of the steels, in seLected heat-treated condit'ions, witL be subjected
to various bar surface fin'ishing operations, such as bright drawing,
gr.inding, reeLing and turning to nefLect the different surface finishing
conditions offered by the steeL industry.
The mechanical properties of the test bars wiLL be evaLuated by hardness
measurements and tensi Le and impact tests. A detai Led metalLographic
examination wi LL aLso be undertaken to faci Litate correLation of the
microstructure w'ith the techni caL properties and machinabi L'ity.
The cost of the heat treatment processes wiIL be compared with the
est'imated reductjons in the cost of machining so that the most cost-
effective treatments can be identified.
AppLicant: BSC-London
Budget: 172.000 ECU
Durat ion: 2 years
euantitative metaLLography and automatic structure anaLys'is have become
very wideLy used in metaILurgi caL Labot atories. However, some technicaL
and scientific probLems are sti LL hampering the deveLopment of these
methods. These probLems reLated in particular to the understanding and
automatic quantificat.ion of fairLy compLex metaLLographic structures.
i
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Te overcome these problems, one approach is to subject the images studied
to iterated morphoIogicaL transformation programmes hav'ing the effect of
identifying the structurat characteristics sought. These image process'ing
operations obviousLy need new equipment-
The proposed research, based on the use of an image anaLyser, wiLI tackLe
two of the most important probLems in metaLlography: the characterization
of grain boundaries and of incLusions.
AppLiqant : IRSID - Saint-Germain-en-Laye
Budset: 127.500 ECU
Duration: 3 years
II.6. PLANT AVAILABILITY
There are two proposaIs in this sector of the programme concerned with
the prob[ems of maintenance and equ'ipment avaiLabiLity firstLy of sinter
pLanis and btast furnaces and secondLy of continuous casting machines.
The uLtimate objective of both projecis is to achieve a Lowering qf
operating costs in these different stages of iron and steeL production-
Reduction of wear i the tran rt of abrasive buLk m riaLs for
burden preparat ion
Reduced pLant avaiLabiLity as weLL as maintenance and repair work arising
from abrasive wear in iron and steeL pLant make a significant contribution
to overaLL manufacturing costs. Thus a better understanding of service
conditions and of the factors governing the wear of the materiaLs used
in pLant construction provides a potentiaLLy'important means of reduc'ing
operating costs in the areas of sinter manufacture and the bLast furnace-
In this research it is proposed to make a systematic evaluation of the
abrasion resistance of constructionaL materiaLs under the infLuence of
seLected test variabLes. The research wiLL commence with a detaiLed
examination of the conditions prevaiLing in practice and wiLL be foLLowed
by the deveLopment of appropriate materiaL evaLuation procedures' The
ou"."tL objective is to generate a body of test data that wiLL enable
more cost-ettective solutions to abrasive wear in stee[pLants to be found,
AppLicant: BFI - DUsseIdorf
Budget: 488.500 ECU
Durat ion: 3 1 /2 Years
p 1229: Reduct.ion in maintenance costs in continuous casti machines
A reduction'i n the maintenance, at pnesent requ'i red on continuous casting
machines to achieve the necessary pLant avaiLabiL'ity, couLd tead to a
s igni fi cant Lowening of the overa L L product ion cost s. The main obj ect'i ve
of the proposed res6arch is the further deve[opment and test'ing of
ma.intenance methods on a cont'i nuous casting pLant under service conditions.
The work wiIL be undertaken in four stages covering
(1) anaLysis of ptant maintenance procedures and the recognition of
the cause of disorders
(2) deveLopment of modeLs for ptant reLiabiLity and disorders
(3) appLication of the tested procedures and the deveLopment of modeIs
for oLant maintenance and
t
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(4) examination of the success of these procedures in reLation ulith the
condi.tion of the ptant and the cost of maintenance-
Appticant: VDEh - DUsstedorf
Budget: 948.500 ECU
Duration: 3 1/2 years
]J.7. MISCELLANEoUS
P 1097: TechnicaL steeL Literatune
This project is a continuation of previous contracts giv'ing ASELT financiat
assistance for the transLation into the European Community Languages of
tests on iron and steeI subjects pubLished in the "difficuLt" [anguages(notabIy Japanese and Russian).
AppIicant: ASELT - Luxembourg
Budget: 148.000 ECU
Duration: 1 year
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